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ABSTRACT 
Non Local Mechanics in the Time and Space Domain-Fracture Propagation 
via a Peridynamics Formulation: A Stochastic\Deterministic Perspective 
by 
Georgios I. Evangelatos 
Novel numerical methods for treating fractional differential and 
integrodifferential equations arising in non local mechanics formulations are 
proposed. For fractional differential equations arising in modeling oscillatory 
systems incorporating viscoelastic elements governed by fractional derivatives, 
the devised scheme is based on the Grunwald-Letnikov fractional derivative 
representation, dual time meshing technique and Taylor expansion. The proposed 
algorithm transforms the governing fractional differential equation into a second 
order differential equation with appropriate effective coefficients. The enhanced 
efficiency of the scheme hinges upon circumventing the calculation of the non 
local fractional derivative operator. Several examples of application are provided. 
Further, the concept of non locality, specifically viscoelasticity, governed 
by fractional derivatives is utilized to accurately model polyester materials. 
Specifically, the linear standard solid (Zener model) is extended to capture non 
linear viscoelastic behavior. Then, experimental data of polyester ropes are 
utilized using the Gauss Newton and Levenberg-Marquart minimization algorithm 
to determine the model parameters. 
Next, for integrodifferential equations arising in peridynamics theory of 
mechanics, an approach is formulated based on the inverse multi-quadric (IMQ) 
radial basis function (RBF) expansion and the Kansa collocation method. The 
devised scheme utilizes interpolation functions and basis function expansion for 
the spatial discretization of the peri dynamics equation. This significantly reduces 
the computational effort required to numerically treat the peri dynamics equations. 
Further, the proposed method is extended to account for mechanical systems with 
random material properties operating under random excitation. For this, the 
stochastic peridynamics governing equation of motion is solved using the 
benchmark Monte Carlo analysis and tools of stochastic analysis. The stochastic 
analysis is done by numerical evaluation of the requisite Neumann expansion 
using pertinent Monte Carlo simulations. 
Further, the usefulness of the radial basis function (RBF) collocation 
method in conjunction with a polynomial chaos expansion (PCE) is explored in 
stochastic mechanics problems. It is shown that the proposed approach renders 
further solution improvements in solving stochastic mechanics problems vis-a-vis 
the stochastic finite element method and the element free Galerkin method. 
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1.1 Thesis Perspective 
Chapter 1 
Introduction 
Modeling material behavior has been one of the most important aspects of 
engineering. Indeed, theoretical models that capture material behavior under a 
variety of excitations are extremely important in designing buildings, aircraft, 
ships, and mechanical and structural components. Material modeling is usually 
based on experimental results and in some kind of linear/non linear regression 
method to identify the model parameters. In general, for materials of linear 
behavior that can exhibit purely viscous, elastic or viscoelastic behavior, the 
experiments are conducted in the frequency domain. However, for materials of 
non linear behavior, experimental results must be utilized both in the time and 
frequency domain. Specifically, non linear regression methods are used to 
accurately identify the model parameters. Further the identification of the most 
accurate model requires extensive experimental results. 
Since the beginning of the 20th century, purely viscous and purely elastic 
behavior of materials has been well studied. Specifically, viscous materials such 
as crude oil and honey resist shear flow, and the underlying shear stress depends 
linearly on the strain rate. For purely elastic materials the stress depends linearly 
on the applied strain. Therefore, extensive experiments quickly showed that some 
materials exhibit both behaviors and are called viscoelastic. Specifically, for such 
materials the strain is time dependent upon application of stress. Naturally, these 
2 
kinds of materials are frequency dependent, in the sense that, sinusoidal 
excitations of the same amplitude but of different frequency would change the 
strain response. Further, the purely viscous behavior is captured in the time 
domain as a linear function of the first derivative of the stress. In the frequency 
domain, this relationship is a linear function of the frequency. However, 
experiments on viscoelastic materials in the frequency domain showed that certain 
materials exhibit this linear relationship with respect to the frequency raised to a 
power, which is different than one. Specifically, this linear behavior has been 
exhibited for arbitrary powers of the frequency. Naturally, one can pose the 
question regarding the physical meaning of this in the time domain. In this 
context, the concept of fractional derivatives and fractional integrals is discussed 
herein. 
Fractional calculus is the branch of mathematics that studies the 
possibilities of taking real or complex number powers of a differential operator. 
Leibniz has intuitively introduced the notion that, the operation of differentiation 
and integration can be construed as a parameter dependent, generalized non local 
operation which is equivalent to any linear operation for certain parameters. 
Specifically, the operation of differentiation in the classical calculus can be 
construed as the operation of integration of order negative one in the fractional 
calculus. Obviously, such a potent generalization can lead to operations of 
fractional order beyond those of positive or negative integer orders. In this regard, 
is has been known since the early 19th century that the fractional order derivatives 
or integrals are represented in the frequency domain in terms of linear functions 
3 
with respect to fractional powers of the frequency. Obviously, this relationship 
between the fractional calculus and the fractional orders of the frequency in the 
frequency domain was utilized in modeling materials with frequency dependent 
behavior. Specifically, viscoelastic materials that behave, to a certain extent, 
viscously and elastically are accurately captured by fractional derivatives. 
Naturally, the concept of non locality has been extended in the space 
domain. In local mechanics (Classical mechanics) theory, a single point in the 
domain is in direct contact with only its immediate neighbor points, and thus 
spatial derivatives exist in such a continuum. In non-local mechanics, however, a 
single point in the medium is under direct influence from points further away in 
addition to its immediate neighboring points. Non-local theories have been 
initially developed in the second half of the 20th century, and since then several 
researchers have contributed to this concept. In a pioneering publication, Stewart 
Silling extended the concept of non-local mechanics (see Silling 2000). Until 
then, the non-locality concept was used as a generalization of the local mechanics, 
and assumed that spatial derivatives of a certain finite neighborhood around the 
point of interest can be used. He proposed a fully non-local modeling called 
peridynamics in which no spatial derivatives are needed, and therefore the 
inherent problem of a discontinuity in the domain can be circumvented. The 
model involves a formulation of a partial integrodifferential equation which holds 
for continuous and discontinuous domains with no additional treatment like 
enrichment etc. 
4 
Note that, peridynamics is a fully non-local approach. The first part of the 
name traces back to the Greek word '1tEpt' meaning around. In this context, this 
theory approximates the forces on a certain point by utilizing the deformations of 
a finite area around this point. Specifically, the infinitesimal volume represented 
by a point is assumed to be interacting with all the infinitesimal volumes around 
this point though 'bonds'. The concept of the bond is not an entirely novel idea; 
just as in molecular dynamics, the bond represents the interaction of two particles 
being in a predetermined distance which is called the horizon. Naturally, every 
point has infinitely many bonds that connect it to its neighboring particles. Any 
kind of external force that is applied on the reference body will deform the bonds 
and rearrange them in a new equilibrium state. The constitutive equation of each 
bond originates from the partial differentiation of a micro-potential function, 
representing the energy stored in the bond after every deformation. Due to the fact 
that the force equilibrium at each point yields an integral equation, and the 
infinitesimal mass has some predetermined density and exhibits acceleration, the 
governing equation of motion of peridynamics is a partial integrodifferential 
equation. Specifically, it is a second order differential equation with respect to 
time and an integral equation with respect to space. 
Unlike classical continuum mechanics, peridynamics does not assume any 
continuity in the reference body. Classical mechanics assumes a continuous 
medium and thus the governing equation of motion is a partial differential 
equation with respect to both time and space. Naturally, the differential operation 
in discontinuous domains introduces singularities, and this is the reason why 
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classical mechanics has significant problems when it comes to fracture 
propagation or fracture initiation. However, due to the partial integrodifferential 
equation of peri dynamics, no singularities are introduced when the reference body 
is discontinuous. The same equation holds for both cases; that is, whether the 
body is cracked or un-cracked. 
Having established the governing equation, numerical methods can be 
employed to obtain an approximate solution. Specifically, the spatial 
discretization of partial integral and differential equations can be carried out using 
the finite elements method (FEM), the boundary elements method (BEM), 
element free Galerkin methods and collocation methods. The solution is obtained 
in the time domain utilizing a numerical time integration scheme such as finite 
differences method (FDM), Newmark, Runge Kutta etc. Mesh-free techniques 
present several advantages vis-a-vis the finite element method. Specifically, for 
the mesh-free methods no mesh is needed for the solution of the partial 
differential equation. Further, the solution obtained by mesh-free methods is 
continuous and differentiable in the entire domain of the solution due to the global 
support of the expansion basis. However, for mesh-free methods no rigorous 
convergence order estimates have been established. Thus, before the solution is 
accepted several other equations of the same kind need to be examined for the 
accuracy of the method to be established. Typically, the governing equations are 
not solved directly (strong form) and some technique is used such as weighted 
residual methods, Galerkin, Hamilton's principle etc, the strong form is 
transformed to a weak form. Weak forms are easier to solve due to their reduced 
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consistency demands. Specifically, a 2kth differential equation requires a 2kth 
consistency In its strong form solution. However, it requires only kth order 
consistency in its weak form. This notion has been expanded in mesh-free 
methods with quite accurate results. In this regard, stochastic extension of such 
methods has been provided and their interesting properties have been presented in 
(Belytscko et all 2000, Rahmnan and Rao 2000, Rahman and Rao 2001). 
However, the Kansa collocation method has been proven quite recently a quite 
promising tool for solving partial, hyperbolic, parabolic and integral equations 
with notable accuracy while it allows for the advantages of the rest of the mesh-
free methods to be retained (see Kansa 1990). 
The Kansa collocation method directly solves the strong form equation by 
simply placing collocation points in the domain and imposing the strong form 
equation in each point. The solution is expanded on the radial basis functions and 
a set of arbitrary linear or non linear functions that must be compatible with the 
essential boundary conditions of the problem. Then, a linear set of algebraic 
equations is solved for the expansion coefficients. The solution on the domain is 
obtained by using the radial basis functions as interpolation functions in 
conjunction to the expansion coefficients. The method recently became a potent 
numerical mesh-free method due to the convergence order estimates for the radial 
basis functions (RBF) were rigorously introduced in (Franke and Schaback 1998). 
Further, the stability of the solution is guaranteed if the collocation nodes are 
distributed and not overlapping (Kansa 1990). 
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1.2 Problem statement 
1.2.1 Viscoelasticity 
Viscoelastic materials governed by fractional derivatives incorporated as 
constituents in oscillating structures fundamentally change the governing equation 
of motion of the system. The governing equation yields a linear/non linear 
fractional differential equation. Equations of this kind, present two main 
difficulties. First, the initial conditions are not displacements and velocities as it is 
the case of ordinary or partial differential equations. Initial conditions are 
functions that approximate the displacement of the oscillator before the 
application of the excitation and thus before t=O. Therefore, the initial conditions 
of fractional differential equations are functions which are called 'pre-histories'. 
Second, due to the non local property of the fractional operator, the computational 
cost of integrating in time a non linear fractional differential equation is of 
prohibitive difficulty. Specifically, equations governing the motion of multi-
degree-of-freedom systems incorporating elements governed by fractional 
derivatives are quite computationally demanding to solve. 
1.2.2 Modeling polyester ropes utilizing non linear viscoelasticity concept 
The introduction of polyester mooring lines as permanent anchoring 
systems of offshore platforms and floating production storage and oflloading 
vessels (FPSO) significantly reduced the costs of the construction of the anchored 
system. However, the design phase has been more complex due to the high non 
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linearity of the material. Specifically, the stiffiIess of polyester depends on the 
mean load, the amplitude and the frequency of the excitation. Further, for static 
loading the material exhibits permanent in-elastic deformation due to the 
construction creep. In this regard, there have been several efforts to model the 
stiffness of polyester using laboratory obtained experimental data. Extensive 
experiments on polyester yams and strands clearly indicated hysteretic 
characteristics, fading memory effects, relaxation and frequency dependent 
behavior of polyester ropes. Also, it has been concluded that the effects of 
construction creep of the polyester are of significant importance, and the stiffiIess 
dependency on loading of high frequencies is less important than that of lower 
frequencies. Further, the polyester rope is becoming stiffer with increasing 
number of load cycles, and during storm cycling loads the viscoelastic-plastic 
effects are of significant importance since they introduce length recovery of the 
polyester rope. In this regard, a simple model is used by designers to capture the 
modulus of elasticity of polyester. In this model, the stiffiIess of polyester depends 
on the mean load, amplitude and period of the excitation. This model is accurate 
when pre-tension loading has been applied on the rope to effectively remove the 
construction stretch. Next, an accurate estimation of the static modulus of 
elasticity can be obtained since most of the deformation for static loads is fully 
recoverable. Obviously, the stiffiIess of the stretched rope will determine the 
offset of the anchored vessel under static loads induced by slowly changing 
currents. However, for dynamic loads such as wind and waves an accurate 
estimate of the polyester stiffiIess is needed, and since polyester exhibits non 
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linear frequency dependent behavior, non linear viscoelasticity concepts must be 
utilized. 
1.2.3 Peridynamics theory of mechanics 
In this chapter solid mechanics applications are considered with particular 
interest in fracture and crack propagation problems. Specifically, note that the 
problem of modeling dynamic or static systems that contain discontinuities is 
fundamental in mechanics. Fractured surfaces and propagating cracks are 
discontinuities which disrupt the domain of the differential equations and create 
mathematical singularities. There are several approaches to deal with these kinds 
of discontinuities. Two classical ones are the finite element method (FEM) with 
re-meshing of the continuous domain, and the extended finite element method 
(XFEM), which circumvents the constant re-meshing of the domain and uses the 
same mesh by simply adjusting the stiffness of the cracked element. However, all 
of these approaches have been based on local mechanics theory. In local 
mechanics theory, a single point in the medium is in direct contact with only its 
immediate neighboring points, and thus spatial derivatives exist in such a 
continuum. In non-local mechanics, however, a single point in the medium is in 
the region of influence of points further away in addition to its immediate 
neighboring points. Peridynamics is a fully non-local mechanics concept in which 
no spatial derivatives are needed, and therefore the inherent problem of a 
discontinuity in the domain can be circumvented. The model involves a 
formulation of a partial integrodifferential equation which holds for discontinuous 
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domains with no additional treatment like enrichment etc. The primary difficulty 
of the peridynamics formulation is attributed to the concept of the 'bonds'. Since 
'bonds' are connecting only two infinitesimal volumes, the material is modeled as 
a Cauchy crystal (see Silling 2000) and thus has a fixed Poisson ratio of V4. This 
presents a severe limitation in the bond based formulation of peridynamics. Also, 
another difficulty introduced by the integrodifferential equation is imposing the 
boundary conditions. Since only bonds exist in the modeled body, the typical 
fixed rotations, displacements etc, are now significantly more difficult to 
implement. In addition, the computational cost of forming all the necessary bonds 
and of solving for the displacements is significantly higher than those of any other 
method such as FEM or Meshless Galerkin etc. 
1.2.4 Stochastic mesh-free methods 
In the preceding regard, mechanical systems involving stochastic 
parameters are considered in this chapter. Particular attention is devoted to the 
computational tools for the treatment of the underlying stochastic differential 
equations. Specifically, the stochastic finite element method and stochastic mesh-
free methods are considered. In many respects, the finite element method (FEM) 
revolutionized the field of applied mechanics and the manner in which solutions 
of ordinary and partial differential equations are obtained. The finite element 
method is a powerful computational tool that can treat static/dynamic and 
linear/nonlinear problems and is used in diverse areas of engineering and applied 
mathematics. Of course, there are two major challenges in dealing with the FEM. 
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First, the domain ofthe differential equation must be discretized in smaller parts, 
and usually the more refined the discretization is, the better the solution becomes. 
Further, in many problems the meshing of the domain is a much more copious 
step ofthe method than the solution step ofthe problem. Second, once the domain 
is discretized and the solution is obtained at the nodes, displacements and 
derivatives inside the discretized domain are obtained from the shape functions 
and the nodal displacements. However, continuity across element boundaries is 
not guaranteed for all fields of interest. These two major challenges have been 
addressed in the formulation of meshless techniques, where the Galerkin approach 
and collocation methods are introduced and the shape functions are spanning the 
entire domain. For this, nodes are distributed inside the domain at the points of 
interest and the solution on the points is expanded on the basis functions. This 
formulation leads to an equivalent stiffness matrix of the degrees of freedom 
represented by the nodes and circumvents the laborious meshing of the domain. 
For stochastic problems, however, the difficulty of inverting the random stiffness 
matrix remains. Indeed, the difficulty of meshing the random field has been 
circumvented by using mesh-free methods. However, since the stiffness matrix 
inversion is a non linear operation, Monte Carlo simulations are still needed for 
determining the statistics of the response. 
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1.3 Thesis Outline 
The thesis comprises seven chapters, two appendices A and B and the 
cited publications list. Figures and tables are shown at each chapter at the point of 
reference in the text and lists of figures and tables are included in the manuscript 
after the table of contents. 
Chapter 1 provides an introduction to the thesis and outlines the 
motivation, the objectives, and the importance ofthis research effort. Specifically, 
it includes a summary of viscoelasticity, frequency dependence and material 
modeling. In this context, the difficulties in modeling polyester materials and the 
importance of their applications are discussed. Next, it introduces the fully non 
local peridynamics theory, its advantages in modeling discontinuities, and its 
disadvantages when it comes to the numerical solution of the underlying 
governing equations. Finally a discussion is included on the mesh-free methods 
and their potential extensions to treat stochastic mechanics problems. 
Chapter 2 provides an introduction to fractional derivatives and their 
applications in modeling viscoelastic, frequency dependent materials. In this 
context, the representations of fractional derivatives in the frequency and in the 
time domain are presented. Then, the utility of the Grunwald-Letnikov 
representation is shown in the benchmark time integration algorithm G 1. This 
algorithm is used to integrate in time linear/non linear fractional differential 
equations. Equations of this kind arise in oscillating systems which comprise 
viscoelastic elements governed by fractional derivatives. Next, an accelerated 
numerical integration scheme is devised to accurately solve non linear fractional 
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differential equations in the time domain. Extensive numerical simulations are 
presented to prove the convergence of the proposed numerical scheme. Also, 
simulations of linear and non linear single-degree-of-freedom systems under 
earthquake excitation are considered, with results supporting the effectiveness of 
the devised scheme. 
Chapter 3 is devoted to utilizing the experience gained by the studies of 
non linear fractional differential equations and fractional calculus to model 
polyester ropes used in the oil and gas industry. There lines are used for station 
keeping of offshore platforms and floating production systems. In this context, an 
introduction is included to understand the problem arising from using polyester 
instead of steel or chain as anchoring systems. Then, real 'in service' data of an 
offshore platform operating in the Gulf of Mexico during the Hurricane Katrina 
and Rita are used to establish and solve an inverse identification problem. The 
identification problem involves the determination of the static modulus of 
elasticity of polyester ropes. Next, a non linear viscoelastic model is used to 
capture the polyester behavior, and pertinent data are used to determine the model 
parameters. Numerical simulations of the proposed scheme vis a vis the 
laboratory experimental results of polyester ropes are considered. The results 
clearly demonstrate the effectiveness this approach. 
Chapter 4 is dedicated to introducing the concept of non locality in the 
space domain. Specifically, the fully non local peridynamics theory of mechanics 
is introduced and its superior capability in modeling fracture is discussed. Then, 
the bond based peridynamics theory is used to model a crack propagation problem 
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for both deterministic and stochastic excitations. Next, a potent spatial 
discretization method is introduced for the discretization of the partial 
integrodifferential equation arising from the peridynamics modeling. Further, an 
extension to the bond based method is presented to resolve the Poisson ratio 
limitations arising from the ordinary bond based peridynamics theory. 
Chapter 5 considers deterministic and stochastic examples to demonstrate 
the effectiveness of the proposed approach and the effectiveness of the 
peridynamics theory in modeling propagating cracks. Also, examples are 
presented to show the capability of the proposed spatial discretization of the 
peridynamics theory for treating probabilistically propagating cracks. 
Chapter 6 introduces the mesh-free Galerkin and collocation methods. It 
discusses their effectiveness when dealing with mechanical components where the 
mesh is a complex process, and elaborates on the advantages of mesh-free 
methods. Then, the Kansa collocation method is extended to treat stochastic 
differential equations arising from systems of stochastic material properties 
operating under deterministic or stochastic excitations. Numerical results are 
presented to illustrate the effectiveness of the Kansa collocation method in 
conjunction with the polynomial chaos and Neumann expansion. 
Chapter 7 has the concluding remarks of this work, and discusses future 
extensions and possible applications. In this regard, first, it presents the directions 
in the research field of fractional differential equations and their applications in 
modeling real materials with complex behavior. Second, it elaborates on the 
extension oflinear models to non linear models of viscoelasticity. Third, it points 
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out the advantages of using peridynamics in modeling fracture initiation or 
fracture propagation. Finally, it discusses the potential gains of using mesh-free 
techniques for treating stochastic problems and specifically the advantages 
rendered by the Kansa collocation method. 
Finally, the first appendix pertains to the offshore platform application. 
The second describes the novel spatial discretization method devised herein for 
solving the partial integrodifferential equations arising from the peridynamics 
formulation. Specifically, the proposed numerical integration scheme for the 
stiffness determination, the Kansa collocation method, and the implicit 
assumptions of the linear peridynamics theory are outlined. 
2.1 Introduction 
Chapter 2 
Fractional Calculus 
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For several decades it has been known that the behavior of certain 
materials can be modeled accurately by using the concept of fractional 
derivatives. Specifically, in the beginning of the 20th century Nutting (1921) 
observed that the stress relaxation of such materials can be modeled by fractional 
powers of time, and Gemant (1936) stated that, the stiffuess and damping 
properties of viscoelastic materials can be represented properly by using fractional 
powers of frequency. 
Gemant (1936) specifically suggested the use of fractional derivatives in 
the constitutive equation of materials. Scott-Blair (1949) suggested the application 
of fractional derivatives of time to reproduce the observations of Nutting (1921) 
and Gemant (1938). Further Caputo (1974) reported a good agreement with 
experimental results when he used fractional derivatives for the description of the 
behavior of viscoelastic materials. For most of the 20th century the option of using 
fractional derivatives in conjunction to viscoelasticity was more of a curve fitting 
tool. Next, Bagley and Torvik (1986) offered a physical foundation of this 
concept. Subsequently, the use of fractional derivatives to model viscoelasticity 
was commonly advocated in (Galucio et all 2004; Bossemayer 2001; Adolfson et 
all 2005). Also the fractional derivative viscoelastic model was used to 
characterize the frequency dependent complex moduli of elastomers (see Lu 
2006); and a quite good correlation between testing and prediction was reported. 
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In recent years, the concept of fractional operator has been incorporated in 
many other engineering applications. For instance, fractional Fourier transform 
was considered in the optics and the signal processing research communities (see 
Almeida 1994; Namias 1998; Pei et all 1999). Furthermore, the concept of 
fractional dimension was used to represent other data such as those pertaining to 
coastlines, clouds, particles of dust in the air, the network of neurons in the human 
body, and to pattern recognition and data classification (see Bamsley 1988). Also, 
the concept of fractional lower-order statistical moments was used to study non-
Gaussian processes in signal processing applications (see Chao and Nikias 1993). 
Another application of the fractional derivative concept pertains to the case of 
fading memory materials. That is, in the case in which the stress does not depend 
only on the current strain but also on the previous strain history. This occurs in 
such a manner that the current stress depends more critically on the recent strain 
history than on the distant strain history (see Enelund and Olson 1999). Further, a 
diffusion equation of fractional order was proposed to model fluid infiltration in 
porous media (see Gerolymatou and Vardoulakis 2006); as well as, in modeling 
viscoelastic fluids having fractional order derivatives in their constitutive 
equations. Fluids of this nature are used as primary components of dampers and 
their hysteretic behavior is accurately captured by the use of fractional derivatives 
(see Makris et all 1993). 
Finally in terms of modeling, in seismic base isolation techniques the 
application of fractional derivatives to viscoelasticity was first introduced (see 
Koh and Kelly 1990), and extensive research in viscous damping models was 
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reported (Makris 1994; Makris and Constantinou 1991; Makris and Constantinou 
1992). Further, high damping rubber dampers are common in structural 
mechanics applications, and the option of employing generalized derivatives to 
capture the hysteretic behavior of such materials was proven quite successful (see 
Hwang and Wang 1998). Furthermore, modeling non linear rate dependent 
materials such as asphalt mixtures (see Wenbiao et all 2010; Darabi et all 2011), 
polyethylene, carbon black filled rubber (see Ciambella 2010), soft tissue (see 
Ciambella 2010), dry isotropic soils (Ciambella 2010) and polymeric materials 
(see Ayoub 2010) was quite successful. 
Several studies have been reported describing various approaches to 
represent numerically fractional derivatives. Depending on the individual 
approach selected, the particular algorithms vary. Algorithms incorporating the 
Caputo representation (Podlubny 1999) may utilize a composite trapezoid rule to 
make calculations efficiently and reliably (Zaid 2006; Murio 2006), and were 
used in solving linear multi term fractional differential equations (Katsikadelis 
2009; Shitikova 2001). Algorithms implementing the Riemann Liouville and 
Grunwald Letnikov (Podlubny 1999) representation were developed to solve 
fractional differential equations governing the motion of oscillatory systems (Koh 
and Kelly 1990; Makris and Constantinou 1992). 
In this regard, a new efficient algorithm for numerical integration of the 
equation of motion of non linear systems with restoring forces governed by 
fractional derivatives in the time domain is devised herein. This approach is based 
on the Grunwald-Letnikov representation of a fractional derivative and on the 
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well known Newmark numerical integration scheme for structural dynamic 
problems. A Taylor expansion is used at every time step to represent the near past 
terms of the solution; thus a dual mesh of the time domain is introduced, the 
coarse mesh is used for the time integration and the fine mesh is used for the 
fractional derivative approximation. It is shown that with this formulation the 
problem yields an equivalent non linear system without fractional terms which 
involves effective values of mass, damping, and stiffuess coefficients as a 
predictive approach and a correction on the excitation. The major advantage of 
this approach is that, a rather small number of correction terms are required for 
the numerical propagation of the solution, and the calculation of the effective 
values of mass damping and stiffuess is performed only once. 
2.2 Fractional Derivatives 
In many respects the concept of fractional derivatives can be associated 
with the generalization of the factorial function. Specifically, Euler's gamma 
function defined the factorial for non integer and complex numbers. There are 
three representations of fractional derivatives with various advantages and 
disadvantages. Prior to proceeding to pertinent equations, certain symbols are 
introduced. 
The a order differentiation of the function f with respect to time is 
denoted by the symboID;,t!Ct), where fJ,t are the two limits related, or as 
defined in (Oldham and Spanier; Podlubny 1999; Miller and Ross), the terminals. 
The value a can be positive or negative and it is the order of integration or 
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differentiation depending on the sign. Specifically, when a is positive the 
symbol represents differentiation of the function, and when a is negative it 
represents integration of the function. In fact, the fractional integration of a 
function is defined as the convolution integral of the function f with the function 
t P and can be written in the form: 
D~~x(t) = _l-J (t- rt-1x(r)dr 
, rea) 0 • (2.1) 
a>O 
In the preceding context, next, several alternative representations of the fractional 
derivative of order a (alpha) can be given. 
First the Riemann-Liouville representation involves the equation 
m-l:::;;a<mEZ+ 
(2.2) 
where Z+ denotes the set of real positive numbers. 
An interpretation of the scheme of Equation (2.2) can be that in order to 
determine this derivative, the function x(t) is integrated (m - a) times and then it 
is differentiated m times. That is, 
d m D-(m-a) () Da () 
-- 0 txt = RL 0 tX t . dtm , , (2.3) 
Second, the Caputo's representation can be cast in the form 
Da x(t)=D-(m-a) d m x(t) = 1 st (t-r)m-a-lx(m)(r)dr, (2.4) 
C O,t O,t dtm rem - a) 0 
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where x(m) represents the m order derivative ofthe function x(t). 
Third, the Grunwald-Letnikov representation can be cast in the form 
m-l x(k)(O)ra+k 1 t 
na x(t) = L + J(t - T)m-a-IX(m) (T)dT (2.5) 
GL O,t k=or(-a+k+l) r(m-a)o 
Expanding the series in Equation (2.5) yields 
GLD;tx(t) = limh-a:t(-It (a)X(t - kh). 
, h--+O k=O k 
(2.6) 
It is seen that the only difference between the RL and the C derivative definitions 
is the sequence of the differentiation. Specifically, in the Caputo's case, first the 
function is differentiated (m) times and then it is integrated (m - a) times, 
whereas in the RL case the function is integrated (m - a) and then it is 
differentiated (m) times. Next, adopting the representation of Equation (2.6) 
yields 
(2.7) 
and 
(2.8) 
Equation (2.8) represents the Grunwald Letnikov (Grunwald 1867) coefficients 
formula, with the factorial symbol defined by the equation 
(_I)k (a) = (_I)k a(a -1)(a - 2)(a - 3) ... (a - k + I) . k k! (2.9) 
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Manipulating Equation (2.9) and using the Gamma function property 
r(z) = zr(z -1), (2.10) 
yields a recursive form for the evaluation ofthe GL coefficients. That is, 
GL = r(k-a) = k-a-l r(k-a-l) = k-a-l GL . 
k r( -a)r(k + 1) k r( -a)r(k) k k-J (2.11) 
Note that by definition, (~) = 1. Thus, the first GL coefficient is known 
GLk=O =1. 
k-a-l 
Further, it is clear that < 1 which justifies the 'fading memory' 
k 
property ofthe fractional derivatives. 
Note that, an efficient computation of the fractional derivative of a function can 
be achieved using the frequency domain. In this regard, the fractional derivative 
of order a ofthe function x(t) yields 
1 J+oo . 
n:tx(t) = - (imt X(m)e'wtdm, 
, 27t -00 (2.12) 
where 
(2.13) 
2.3 Benchmark Integration Algorithm 
Obviously the modeling versatility of the concept of fractional derivatives 
can be utilized further upon developing schemes for dynamic analyses of systems 
endowed with fractional derivative terms. In this context, next, a non linear 
single- degree- of- freedom system is considered, with damping forces governed 
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by fractional derivatives. Specifically, the equation of motion ofa single degree of 
freedom non linear oscillator is given by the equation 
.. 
mx+ cD;tx+ q(x) = J(t), (2.14) 
where m is the mass coefficient, and c is a constant which can be viewed as a 
damping coefficient if a is equal to I or as a stiffuess coefficient if a is equal to 0; 
q is the nonlinear restoring force, and f(t) is the exciting force. Given the f(t) it is 
sought to determine the time history x(t) of the system response. For this purpose 
time axis is divided in N segments of length 
T !'1t =-
N' 
(2.15) 
and two consecutive steps are considered, the (i+ 1) and the i step. Subtracting 
from the i+ 1 equation of equilibrium the i equation yields . 
.. 
m~ Xi + c( GL D;,ti Xi - GL D;,ti_ 1 Xi-! ) + ~q (X) i = ~J;, (2.16) 
where 
(2.17) 
Combining Equation (2.7) and Equation (2.16) yields the equation of motion for 
the (i+ 1) step. That is, 
mAX'+1 + dr" (t,GL,X(tHI - kAt) - t, GL,x(t, - kAt)) + Aq(X)'+1 = A/'+l 
. (2.29) 
Introducing the term P 
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(2.30) 
and expanding the series for the fractional derivatives one obtains 
(2.31 ) 
Note, that the last term of P stands alone since its counterpart does not have the 
same GL coefficient. Further, P can be cast in the form 
i 
~ = LGLk Llxi+1- k + GLi+1XO• 
k 
(2.32) 
Note that .r: is known since it represents the linear combination of the GL terms 
with all the previous steps. Combining Equation (2.29) and (2.30), moving .r: to 
the right hand side and keeping the first term GLoLlxi+1 in the left hand side with 
the rest ofthe unknowns yields 
(2.33) 
Combining Equation (2.32) and (2.33) yields 
(2.34) 
where 
(2.35) 
and 
(2.36) 
The described procedure combines the truncated Grunwald-Letnikov fractional 
derivative approximation (G I-Algorithm) (Podlubny 1999; Oldham and Spanier; 
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Miller and Ross 1993) with the Newmark algorithm. The main advantage of this 
approach is that the non linearity is readily handled by Newton-Raphson iterations 
(see Spanos and Evangelatos 2010). Note that in the pioneering work ofKoh and 
Kelly (1990) the fractional derivative was represented by the Riemann-Liouville 
formula and the final form is quite similar to Equation (2.34); the GL coefficients 
in the term P are weights arising from estimates of the integrals shown in 
Equation (2.2). In a similar manner the problem was addressed in Makris (1994) 
where the G I-algorithm has been used with quite good results, vis a vis 
frequency domain solutions, for linear elastic systems. Further note, that the 
solution for linear viscoelastic systems involving the generalized Kelvin and 
Maxwell models with fractional parameters was determined using the Laplace 
integral transform (see Rossikhin and Shitikova 2001). In (Makris and 
Constantinou 1991; Makris and Constantinou 1992) the non linear case of viscous 
models was addressed. 
2.4 Accelerated Numerical Integration 
Consider the time domain discretized in two separate meshes; one coarse 
mesh for the Newmark time integration scheme, and one fine mesh for the 
fractional derivative estimation. The integration step is of length dt and is shown 
in Figure (2.1) as the interval between the tall vertical lines. The step of length h 
is the fine mesh and is the interval between the short vertical lines, each time step 
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of length ~t includes p steps of length h, thus ~t/h=p, Figure (2.1) helps visualize 
the dual meshing technique. 
jt:.l=jhp 
h 
Il 
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ti-2j ti-j-1 li-j li-2 li-1 ~ Ii 
Lll 
Figure 2.1 Time axis discretization, with both the integration time step and the 
fractional derivative estimation mesh. 
The accelerated algorithm is based on representing the past terms needed for the 
Grunwald-Letnikov approximation of the fractional derivative at one point by the 
Taylor expansion of the same point in time. Since, the Newmark scheme 
determines the displacement velocity and acceleration at each time step, a Taylor 
expansion can be performed for at least up to second order terms. However, the 
range of an accurate approximation is limited and is shown in Figure (2.1) as j~t; 
therefore, it is assumed that a small number j of previous steps can be accurately 
captured by a Taylor expansion, and since several past terms are needed for an 
accurate approximation, more than one Taylor expansions are needed. The overall 
number of past terms needed for the fractional derivative estimation is denoted by 
kj and, thus, k Taylor expansions are needed. 
2.4.1 Numerical integration scheme 
Next, consider a non linear fractional differential equation representing the 
equation of motion of a single degree of freedom system under an arbitrary 
excitation. Specifically, 
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m~+ g(x(a») + q(x) = J(t) , (2.37) 
where g and q denote the arbitrary functions representing the restoring forces 
from the viscoelastic and elastic elements and m the mass of the oscillating 
system. Clearly considering the equation of motion at two consecutive time 
instants i+ 1 and i one derives 
(2.39) 
where, L\xi is given by Equation (2.17) and the time step is given by Equation 
(2.15). 
Using the secant stiffness coefficient during this small time step, Equation (2.39) 
yields 
(2.41) 
where Kjg, Kjq denote the secant stiffness coefficients at time step i from the 
non linear functions g and q respectively. Note that the time step L\ t is much 
L\t 
larger than the step h of the fine mesh and therefore, - = p where p» 1. Next, 
h 
adopting the Grunwald-Letnikov representation of the fractional derivative and 
using Equation (2.7) in the fine mesh one derives the vector inner product form, 
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(2.42) 
where, p is the number of past terms of length h in a time integration step of 
length !1t. The number j represents the previous time steps of length ~t that can 
be approximated accurately by a backwards Taylor expansion using the 
displacement, velocity and acceleration at a certain time step i. Note that, the 
number k represents the overall chunks of j time steps that must be taken into 
consideration to accurately approximate the fractional derivative at a given point. 
Proceeding to approximating the j*p*h past terms which are of time length j~t, 
using a Taylor expansion one can obtain those terms utilizing the displacement, 
velocity and acceleration at a given time step i. The Taylor backwards expansion 
yields the first j~t past terms with respect to the current step Xi. Specifically, 
X. = x. - h . x~l) + h2 12 . X~2) + O(h3) 
I-I I I I 
(2.43a) 
X. 2 = X. - 2h· X(I) + 4h2/2· X~2) + O(h3) 
1- I I I 
(2.43b) 
X. = x. - 3h· x(l) + 9h2/2· X(2) + O(h3 ) 
1-3 I I I 
(2.43c) 
. h (I) .2 2h2/2 (2) O(h3 ) xi_jp = Xi - iP . Xi + i P . Xi + , (2.43d) 
where the number inside the brackets represents the order of the derivative and 
the power of the time step h respectively. The set of Equations (2.43) can be cast 
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in a matrix form, and assuming that the O(h3) can be truncated since the mesh of 
the time axis for the estimation of the fractional derivative is fine and the past 
terms jph« 1 is quite small, yields 
Xi 1 0 0 
Xi-1 1 -h h2/2 
Xi-2 1 -2h 4h2/2 [ ~:'l 1 -3h 9h2/2 (2.44) Xi_3 X~2) 
1 I 
Xi_jp+1 1 -Up -1)h (jp _1)2 h2 /2 
In the same manner the displacements from the step i-jp to the i-2jp+ 1 can be cast 
in a matrix form in terms of the displacement, velocity and acceleration ofthe i-jp 
step. Equation (2.44) yields the relationship of these past terms to the Taylor 
expansion matrix, herein called connectivity matrix, and the displacement, 
velocity and acceleration of the given step. The same approach can be followed 
for all the past terms until the i-kjp term. However, it is possible to include higher 
order derivatives than the acceleration. This can be proven quite helpful in 
approximating more past terms. Thus, the connectivity matrix of the remaining 
past terms will have one more column if one selects to include the jerk in the 
computation. Equation (2.45) helps to elucidate this concept. 
Xi_jp 1 0 0 0 
Xi_jp_1 1 -h h2/2 -h3/6 xi_j 
Xi_jp_2 1 -2h 4h2/2 
= 
-8h3/6 x(l) l-j (2.45) 
Xi-jp- 3 1 -3h 9h2/2 -27h3/6 X~2~ l-j 
1 X~3). l-j 
Xi-2ip+l 1 -(jph -1) (jp _1)2 h2 /2 -(jp _1)3 h3 /6 
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Note, that the connectivity matrix is of dimensions jp x 3 for the first p terms, and 
of dimensions jp x 4 for the rest of the past terms if someone includes the jerk. 
Furthermore, note that the connectivity matrix is constant through out the time 
integration and it is once built in the beginning. These constant connectivity 
matrices are called Ho and H. It can be seen that every set of j past steps of length 
At can be obtained in terms of the matrices Ho, H and the displacement, velocity 
and acceleration of the underlying time steps. Substituting Equation (2.44), (2.45) 
etc into Equation (2.42) one obtains 
h-a [G'T(a) 
.. + L(k_l)jp GD~) J[H] kjp-I 
Xi-(k-I)j 
x(1) 
i-(k-I)j 
X(2) 
i-(k-I)j 
X(3) 
i-(k-I)j 
. (2.46) 
Note that the GL coefficients are fixed after the order of the fractional derivative 
alpha is fixed and the connectivity matrices Ho and H are fixed after the time axis 
is divided by choosing h, .M, j and k. The vector matrix multiplication will 
produce a vector Ix3 and a vector Ix4 therefore Equation (2.46) yields 
G(a) 
02 
G(a) 
12 
G(a) 
13 
G(a)] 
14 + ... 
where 
and 
[G(a) 
... + (k-\)\ G(a) (k-\)2 
jp-I 
G(a) 
(k-\)3 
Gci7) = L GL~a) H1/ 
q;O 
G(a) ] (k-l)4 
Xi-(k-\)j 
X(l) 
i-(k-\)j 
X(2) 
i-(k-\)j 
X(3) 
i-(k-\)j 
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, (2.47) 
(2.48) 
(2.49) 
Note, Hg'/ denotes the entry of the Ho matrix at the qth row and Ith column. 
Equivalently, H q'/2 denotes the entry of the H matrix at the qth row and hth 
column. Next, fonning the difference of the fractional derivatives from two 
consecutive time steps yields 
A _(a) _ [G(a) 
LlAj - 01 
G(a) 
02 
G(a) ][~~) ] + [G(a) 
03 j II 
Ax~2) 
I 
G(a) 
12 
[G(a) 
... + (k-\)\ G(a) (k-\)2 
G(a) 
(k-\)3 
G(a)] 
14 
G(a) ] (k-\)4 
Llx"i-(k-\)j 
Llx"(l) 
i-(k-\)j 
Llx"(2) 
i-(k-\)j 
Llx"(3) 
i-(k-J)j 
Further, combining Equation (2.41) with Equation (2.50) yields 
+ .. 
. (2.50) 
(2.51) 
where 
G(a) 
12 
G(a) 
13 
K g [G(a) 
... + i (k-I)I 
G(a)] 
14 
G(a) 
(k-I)2 
G(a) 
(k-I)3 
+ ... 
G(a) ] (k-I)4 
Axi-(k-I)j 
Ax(l) 
i-(k-I)j 
Ax(2) 
i-(k-I)j 
Ax(3) 
i-(k-I)j 
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. (2.52) 
The equation of motion is integrated in time using the Newmark time integration 
scheme where, mass, damping and stiffiless are substituted by the effective values 
shown in Equation (2.51). The solution ofthis equivalent second order differential 
equation can be considered as a prediction, and a correction in the same time step 
of the excitation is due to the additional past terms. The above algorithm requires 
a small number of correction terms for every integration step in time, and the 
complete information at these steps such as displacement, velocity and 
acceleration. Further, the steps needed are separated by a number of j steps. There 
is a convenient way to circumvent the saving of the velocity and acceleration at 
each time step. This is done by approximating these quantities using the 
displacements at neighboring points. However, since the velocity and the 
acceleration are readily given by the Newmark algorithm it is deemed appropriate 
to describe the method avoiding the jerk and the approximation through the 
displacements of the steps. Thus, the correction is considered to be given by the 
equation 
G(a) 
12 
K g [G(a) 
... + i (k-I)I 
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[
Llxi_(k_l)j J 
G (a) G(a) ] A • .(1) (2 53) (k-I)2 (k-l)3 LlA'i-(k_l)j· • 
Llx(2) 
i-(k-I)j 
Next, note that the saving of the velocity and acceleration every j steps is needed 
along with the displacements to advance the algorithm. This can be proven quite 
powerful for the implementation of the algorithm in multi-degree-of-freedom 
systems. As Figure (2.1) shows, the jp steps of the fractional derivative estimation 
are approximated by the Taylor backwards expansion with respect to the 
displacement, velocity and acceleration of the ith step. The multiplication of the 
first jp GL coefficients with the connectivity matrix H produces an equivalent 
mass, damping and stiffness coefficient matrix which can be added to the original 
equation of motion turning the fractional non linear differential equation into a 
non linear equation without fractional terms. The solution of this equation can be 
called the predictor step. Clearly, this equation takes into account only a limited 
number of past terms, specifically jp terms of time duration jph=j.M. The 
correction step comes from the adjustment ofthe excitation by a term representing 
the rest of the past terms associated with the displacement, velocity and 
acceleration of previous time steps. Once again this is accomplished by a set of 
equivalent mass, damping and stiffness coefficients that are calculated once in the 
beginning as a product of the H connectivity matrix and the GL coefficients 
vector. 
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2.4.2. Linear fractional multi-term differential equations 
Consider the case of a system with one or more purely elastic springs and 
n viscoelastic dissipative elements connected in parallel as shown in Figure (2.2) 
and governed by the equation of motion 
n 
m~+ L( CIX(a/») + Kx = J(t). (2.54) 
1=1 
Utilizing Equation (2.50) yields 
and the correction term 
n 
I1.fcor = L c1 [ GI(~/) 
1=1 
fl1.xi-(k_l)j l (a/) (I) G(l-1)3J l1.xi _(k_l)j • (2.56) 
11.x(2) 
i-(k-I)j 
m 
f(t) 
Figure 2.2 Viscoelastic elements and an elastic spring in parallel connection. 
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1.4.3 Initial conditions 
Imposing initial conditions on fractional differential equations presents 
non trivial challenges. The fractional differentiation and integration are by nature 
non local operations. Therefore, since the typical initial conditions required for 
solving ordinary and partial differential equations are the displacement and 
velocity which are locally obtained values, a significant problem is introduced. 
Specifically, the often used Riemann-Liouville derivative defined by 
d n { 1 It ( )n-a-l () } RLDt:,tx(t) = dtn r(n-a) to t-r x r dr , (2.57) 
where the integer n satisfies n -1 ~ a < n , to denotes the lower limit and (l the 
order of fractional differentiation introduces a numerically difficulty for non zero 
initial conditions (see Fukunaga and Shimizu 2004). Since no past terms exist 
before the initiation of the oscillatory motion the lower limit to is assumed to be 
zero and the divergent difficulty is introduced by this abrupt truncation of the 
displacement function x(t). It was shown in (Ochmann and Malakov 1993; Zhang 
and Shimizu 1999) that a smooth extension of the displacement function for t<O 
resolves this difficulty. Extensive investigation on solving fractional differential 
equation with non zero initial conditions can be found in (Fukunaga and Shimizu 
2004). Also, Caputo (1974) modified the definition of the fractional derivative to 
introduce initial conditions composed of the values of the displacement function 
and its successive integer order derivatives. However, due to this modification the 
solution of fractional differential equations with non zero initial conditions using 
the Caputo definition can be different than that of using other fractional derivative 
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expressions (see Trigeassou and Maamri 2011). For this reason, initial conditions 
used herein are zero and thus the results are identical independently from the 
fractional derivative expression such as Riemann-Liouville, Grunwald-Letnikov 
and Caputo. 
2.4.4 Numerical examples 
As an example, consider a simple linear system of unit mass under a 
sinusoidal excitation with the equation of motion 
i-+ X(025) + 2x(0.5) + X(O.75) + 4x = sin t . (2.58) 
Dividing the time domain in ~t of length 0.02 sec, h of 0.001 sec, setting j=5 and 
using only k=5 number of correction terms one obtains the solution shown in 
Figure (2.3) Specifically for this case, Equation (2.55) yields 
where 
and ~fcor yields 
m~~l.+ c~~.+ K~. = ~(sint) - ~r , I l Y cor 
m = 0.9882 
c=0.8663 
K =10.5964 
~fcor = 10-3 [-1922 78 -2.4 ]r!:;~( 1 + ... 
~(2) 
l-} 
(2.59) 
(2.60) 
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fAx. 20·l ... + 1O~3 [-3.5 1.6 -0.1] ~~\O: . (2.61) 
Ax. 20· 1- J 
Equation (2.58) is solved using the benchmark algorithm G 1 (Podlubny 1999; 
Oldham and Spanier; Miller and Ross 1993) for the first p steps and then equation 
(2.59) is solved using Equation (2.61) for the rest N-p time steps. The average 
acceleration Newmark algorithm is used having parameters 13=0.25 and y=0.5. 
The error between the numerical integration solution and the frequency domain 
solution is also shown in Figures (2.3) and (2.4). The error function used herein is 
defined as the difference between the numerical integration scheme and the 
frequency domain solution as 
error(t) = x(t) - x/t), (2.62) 
where xf(t) denotes the frequency domain solution obtained using Fourier 
transform; see (2.4.6). The convergence of this numerical scheme depends on 
both the coarse time step ~t and in the time step h. Convergence of the algorithm 
is shown in Figures (2.5), (2.6), (2.7) and (2.8) where the error between the two 
solutions decreases monotonically as the number of past terms involved in the 
fractional derivative estimation is increasing. Specifically, in Figure (2.5) the 
error for increasing number of past terms j is shown for k=5 of correction terms. 
In Figure (2.6) the error is shown for the same values of j and for k= 10 correction 
terms. Further, Figures (2.7) and (2.8) show the error for k=15 and k=20 
correction terms. Note that each figure shows the error decreasing as the number 
of past terms j increases and from each figure to the other, the error is also 
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decreasing as the number of correction terms k is increasing. This may be 
construed as a numerical convergence proof, since as either one of the parameters 
j or k is increasing, the error monotonically decreases. Table (2.1) shows the 
max {Ierrorl} for several combinations of correction k and past j terms. 
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Figure 2.3 Frequency domain solution vis a vis numerical integration, ~t=O .02 
sec, h=O.OOl sec, p=20, j=5, k=5. 
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Figure 2.4 Frequency domain solution vis a vis numerical integration, ~t=0.02 
sec, h=O.OOl sec, p=20, j=l 0, k=5. 
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Figure 2.5 Error vis-a-vis time for ~t=0.02 Sec, h=O.OOl Sec, p=20, k=5 and j=5, 
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Figure. 2.8 Error vis-a-vis time for L1t=0.02 Sec, h=O.OOI Sec, p=20, k=20 and 
j=5, 10, 15, 20. 
k------ j 5 10 15 20 25 30 5 0.0314 0.0175 0.0123 0.01 0.0089 0.008 
10 0.0187 0.0097 0.0071 0.0063 0.0058 0.0047 
15 0.0129 0.0066 0.0051 0.0046 0.00459 0.00459 
20 0.0093 0.0047 0.0038 0.003756 0.003787 0.0036 
Table. 2.1 Maximum absolute value of the error function for L1t=0.02 Sec, 
h=O.OOI Sec, p=20, k=5 , 10, 15, 20 andj=5, 10, 15, 20,25, 30. 
In addition to the example of Equation (2.58), 3 other examples are considered to 
elucidate the performance of this scheme. Table (2.2) shows the values of the 
parameters in Equation (2.54) for each example and Tables (2.3), (2.4) and (2.5) 
summarize the error results. It can be seen from the Tables that as the correction 
terms k increase the error decreases monotonically. However, as the number of 
past terms approximation by a Taylor expansion increase, the error decreases up 
to a certain level, and then it increases. This trend is attributed to the fact that the 
second order Taylor expansion can accurately capture the past terms that are 
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significantly near the expansion point. Therefore, depending on the smoothness of 
the response each problem has a different optimal j parameter. Proper selection of 
the j parameter presents the challenge of the scheme. Obviously, from the results 
it can be seen that for small numbers j the error is clearly decreasing, and thus a 
small number j should always be preferred. 
m CI C2 C3 UI U2 U3 K f(t) 
Example A 1 1 2 1 0.25 0.5 0.75 4 sin(t) 
Example 8 1 2 4 2 0.25 0.5 0.75 1 sin(t) 
Example C 1 1 2 1 1.25 1.5 1.75 4 sin(t) 
Example D 1 1 1 1 0.25 0.5 0.75 0 sin(t) 
Table. 2.2 Parameter values for 4 numerical examples of linear fractional multi-
term differential equations shown in equation (2.54). 
k------..j 5 10 15 20 25 30 
5 0.0556 0.0346 0.0255 0.0209 0.0181 0.0157 
10 0.0365 0.0205 0.0154 0.0135 0.0127 0.0108 
15 0.0265 0.0144 0.0116 0.0112 0.0112 0.011 
20 0.0196 0.0106 0.0097 0.00974 0.0096 0.0094 
Table. 2.3 Maximum absolute value of the error function for L\t=0.02 Sec, 
h=O.OOI Sec, p=20, k=5, 10, 15,20 andj=5, 10, 15,20,25,30 for example B. 
k--- j 5 10 15 20 25 30 5 0.1578 0.0545 0.0284 0.0218 0.0222 0.0235 
10 0.0624 0.0209 0.0155 0.0145 0.0139 0.0153 
15 0.0339 0.0131 0.0101 0.0102 0.0134 0.0173 
20 0.0198 0.0086 0.0073 0.0111 0.0139 0.0164 
Table. 2.4 Maximum absolute value ofthe error function for L\t=0.02 Sec, 
h=O.OOI Sec, p=20, k=5, 10, 15,20 andj=5, 10, 15,20,25,30 for example C. 
k---- j 5 10 15 20 25 30 
5 0.2318 0.1405 0.1003 0.0802 0.0705 0.067 
10 0.1501 0.0815 0.0576 0.0519 0.0501 0.0491 
15 0.1087 0.0563 0.0444 0.0404 0.0434 0.0514 
20 0.0802 0.0434 0.D35 0.0367 0.0425 0.0454 
Table. 2.5 Maximum absolute value ofthe error function for L\t=0.02 Sec, 
h=O.OOI Sec, p=20, k=5, 10, 15,20 andj=5, 10, 15,20,25,30 for example D. 
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2.4.5 Numerical results/or earthquake excitation 
Consider next the EICentro 1940, California earthquake excitation shown 
in Figure (2.9), and a single degree of freedom oscillator with restoring forces 
governed by fractional derivatives. Proceed to implement the described algorithm 
and to obtain the system response. 
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Figure 2.9 The EI-Centro Accelerogram; g is the gravitational acceleration. 
The coarse time discretization for the integration in time is of length ~t=0.02 
seconds and the fine discretization is h=O.OO 1 and h=0.004 seconds, thus p=20 
and p=5. The range of the Taylor expansion is equal to 3~t, 4~t, 5~t and 6~t thus 
j=3,4,5 and 6. Since four correction terms have been used in every simulation 
k=5. The range of the Taylor expansion is obtained in a heuristic manner by 
assuming that the max ~t for Newmark is Til 0 where T is the natural period of 
the system (Chopra 1995). Then, one can obtain the number j as j=~t max! ~t. It 
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can be argued that the choice of the number j representing the range of an 
acceptable approximation by the Taylor expansion can be rigorously addressed. 
However, such an attempt would be a quite laborious process and is out of the 
scope of this work. Empirically, however, it is seen that the first j~t seconds 
including the jp past terms must have a significantly high threshold. That is, 
Equation (2.8) for n=jp must has a much larger value than n=kjp which is the 
threshold for the entire representation range. This is readily explained, by the fact 
that the correcting terms must account for larger correction than the correction 
achieved by the first Taylor expansion and the changing ofthe mass damping and 
stiffness values. Next consider results for linear systems, and non linear systems 
of the Duffing type. The same values of fractional derivatives are used for both 
the linear and non linear cases and quite large values of the non linearity strength 
E are considered. Specifically, the system considered is governed by Equation 
(2.37) with a Duffing kind nonlinearity. This is, 
(2.63) 
The results of solving Equation (2.55, 2.56) via the proposed algorithm are 
compared to the benchmark G 1 algorithm (Podlubny 1999; Oldham and Spanier; 
Miller and Ross 1993; Spanos and Evangelatos 2010) results which use the 
truncated Grunwald-Letnikov representation. Pertinent results for various values 
of fractional derivatives are shown in Figures (2.11), (2.13), and (2.15). Further, 
for linear systems this approach is verified by comparison with the frequency 
domain solution and the results are shown in Figures (2.10), (2.12) and (2.14). 
That is the Fourier transform of the excitation signal is computed. It is then 
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multiplied by the transfer function of the oscillator. Finally, this product is 
Fourier-inverted to determine the response of the linear oscillator. This procedure 
is further elucidated in the next section. 
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Figure 2.10 Frequency domain solution vis a vis numerical integration with 
correction step of four past terms p=20, j=5, k=5. 
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Figure 2.11 Numerical solution with past terms corresponding to GL coefficients 
of the order 10-3 vis a vis the enhanced numerical integration algorithm 
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Figure 2.12 Frequency domain solution vis a vis numerical integration with 
correction step of four past terms p=20, j=9, k=5. 
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Figure 2.13 Numerical solution with past terms corresponding to GL coefficients 
of the order 10-3 vis a vis the enhanced numerical integration algorithm 
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Figure 2.14 Exact solution vis a vis numerical integration with correction step of 
four past terms p=20, j=9, k=5. 
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Figure 2.15 Numerical solution with past terms corresponding to GL coefficients 
of the order 10-3 vis a vis the enhanced numerical integration algorithm 
2.4.6 Frequency domain solution 
Solving linear fractional multi-term differential equations shown in Equation 
(2.54) with zero initial conditions is accurately pursued in the frequency domain. 
The Fourier transform on both parts of Equation (2.54) yields 
(2.64) 
Carrying out the calculations yields 
(2.65) 
where the X denotes the Fourier transform of the displacement 
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X(m)=1F{x}. (2.66) 
Solving Equation (2.64) and combing with Equation (2.65) yields the solution in 
the time domain denoted herein as X f 
F(m) (2.67) 
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Chapter 3 
Polyester Mooring Lines Analysis 
3.1 Introduction 
The perspective of the previous chapters will be used in this to model the 
behavior of polyester mooring lines. The exposition of the various concepts is 
expedited by resorting to the material of appendix A. Mooring systems have been 
used in offshore engineering applications for several years. The performance of 
any mooring system depends on the size and kind of the moored vessel, the 
applied environmental forces, the water depth, and the soil conditions of the sea 
bed. Under challenging sea conditions the proper choice of anchors, clump 
weights, chains and cables becomes critical for keeping the vessel on site and for 
the mooring system survival. In designing a mooring system, one must first 
specifY the vessel which needs to be kept in place, and then to apply proper 
mathematical models and analysis techniques to assess its adequacy and station 
keeping capability (Herbich 1999). In this regard, the design needs to account for 
possible cable tensions along with possible failure modes, such as the breaking of 
cable in an extreme event or the dragging of the anchor. Of course, cost benefit 
analysis is a most critical part in the decision making. 
Early applications of polyester lines were reported a couple of decades 
ago. Polyester mooring lines have attracted attention due to their superior strength 
and their light weight which is counterbalanced when the ropes are submerged. 
Thus, the use of polyester mooring systems results into smaller platforms and 
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ground chains, smaller chain jacks and fairleads, which also produce cost saving 
beyond the impact on the hull. There are specific ways for the line to be installed 
and operate. Every polyester mooring system must have an inspection, 
maintenance, repair and retirement plan (lMRR). Due to these requirements the 
line consists of many parts from the jack of the platform to the anchoring point in 
the sea bed. In most ofthe cases the line has a number of polyester rope segments, 
two chain segments one at each end point and connectors in between. The bottom 
end of the line ends up in a suction pile onto the sea bed and the upper end is 
jacked in the platform with proper wheels and jacks. The jacks can adjust the 
length of the in and out board chain length so the platform can be relocated and 
fixed exactly above the oil wells. Analysis of multi-component lines is a quite 
difficult procedure during the design. Due to this fact, a two moduli approach is 
commonly the first step for the design procedure (Petruska et all 2005). 
Specifically, a static modulus is used to calculate the displacements of the 
platform for certain wind and wave loading, and a dynamic stiffness for the 
design of the spar in hostile environmental conditions. In a series of papers by 
(Childres 1973; Childres 1974; Childres 1975) the mooring system was 
considered from a more practical standpoint and the advantages of a multi-
component line over the single component lines were discussed. Niedzwecki and 
Casadella (1975) developed a numerical algorithm to solve the catenary equations 
for a line with cable and chain components. However, such lines are not used in 
ultra deep water mooring systems where the depths are greater than usual. 
Further, lines have connectors which act like clumped weights and in this 
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particular study they are not treated. Nath and Felix (1970) considered a single 
point mooring system with a uniform cable and determined the mooring line 
motion and the tensions resulting from wave forces; they also implemented a 
numerical model limited though to certain depths and wave conditions. Wilson 
and Gabaccio (1969) also considered a uniform cable and therefore their 
technique is limited to single steel catenaries from the bottom up to the fair1ead. 
Tuah and Leonard (1990) discussed a finite element model for predicting the 
dynamic viscoelastic response of a cable. The model is a three parameter linear 
visco-elastic model proper for dynamic analysis of multi-component systems. A 
powerful method to determine the geometry of the line and the static equilibrium 
forces was presented by Peyrot and Goilois (1979); it is basically an algorithm 
which iteratively determines the final equilibrium point of the line. The initial 
guess is of great importance to the convergence of the solution. The 'quasi-static' 
cable analysis deals with the dynamics of the anchoring system in a static manner, 
whereby a static equilibrium state is assumed at each time step. This assumption 
is reasonable since the response of the moored vessel is normally outside the 
frequency range of the mooring system. However, in this kind of analysis the line 
dynamics is ignored and there are situations where the dynamics of the line is of 
great importance. Ansari and Khan (1973) showed that the dynamics of the line 
can be of greater significance than previously thought when modeling each line 
component as a discrete dynamic system. However, their line model had a 
submerged weight, whereas in the polyester line the only weights that are 
important are the clumped weights of the connectors. Thus the dynamics of the 
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line will be primarily influenced by these weights. The loads that determine the 
design phase related to wind, currents, and waves. 
Due to the stochastic nature of the wind, its properties vary with time and 
location. In standard meteorological practice, wind velocity and direction is 
predicted as an average over a given interval in time, varying from one minute to 
an hour (Remery and Van Oortmersson 1973). Despite the fact that wind 
fluctuations are occurring about the mean value of the velocity and direction, 
these forces are considered small in comparison to hydrodynamic forces. Thus, a 
steady wind velocity and direction is considered by most researchers adequate for 
design purposes (Remery and Van Oortmersson 1973; Olsen et all 1973; Schellin 
et all 1982). It is clear that the constant winds in velocity and in direction will 
move the platform to a new equilibrium position and keep it there with small 
variations. Therefore, the static stiffness becomes an essential tool in the design 
process because it leads to the calculation of the average displacement of the 
platform about the new equilibrium point. Currents, however, can not be treated 
in this fashion. Their complexity of occurrence is attributed to several other 
phenomena. Currents are primarily due to ocean circulation and create steady 
currents, from cyclic changes in lunar and solar gravities causing tidal currents 
and from wind and water density differences. Because of their slow variation one 
can model them for analysis purposes as constant loads and carry on the design 
scheme using the static stiffness coefficient. Currents also create other kinds of 
loading for the submerged parts of the platform, besides the force from the 
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impact. Friction of the parts with the water is also an important load along with 
the pressure drag. 
In the preceding context, data collected from the Gulf of Mexico during 
Hurricane Katrina on (8/25/2005-8/31/2005) are utilized herein in conjunction 
with the fractional calculus and generalized material models. This is done for the 
purpose of deriving a reliable constitutive equation governing the modulus of 
elasticity of polyester operating in service conditions. Specifically, the modulus is 
separated in two parts, the static modulus and the dynamic modulus. For the static 
modulus, an inverse identification problem is solved to obtain an accurate 
estimate. For the dynamic modulus, an unknown dependency on the strain and the 
strain's fractional derivatives is assumed. This dependency is modeled as 
polynomial terms of the strain and polynomial terms of the fractional derivatives 
of the strain. Specifically, a non linear viscoelastic model much like the Zener 
model is used with terms of arbitrary orders of fractional derivatives. Note that the 
Zener model can accurately capture most of real materials behavior due to its 
generalized form (see Podlubny 1999). Furthermore, the Zener model is superior 
to the Kelvin-Voigt and Maxwell model since it is a combination of both models 
and affords capturing both creep and relaxation (see Podlubny 1999). Specifically, 
an elaborate model such as the one proposed is perhaps able to model any kind of 
real material, since the fractional derivative terms account for linear hysteresis 
and fading memory effects (Nutting 1921; Scot-Blair 1949; Gemant 1936; 
Gemant 1938; Grunwald 1867; Makris 1991; Makris and Constantinou 1992), and 
the polynomials of such terms account to any type of rate dependent non linearity. 
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In this regard, the fitting of a non linear viscoeleastic model incorporating 
fractional derivative terms is then performed and the identification of the 
underlying parameters yields a non trivial least squares minimization problem. 
Specifically, the displacements of the operating platform in the Gulf of 
Mexico, during the hurricane Katrina are used as input to a mathematical model to 
numerically estimate the effective stiffuess of the polyester mooring lines used for 
its station keeping. The configuration of the platform is known. The stiffness of 
the line components is known except for the polyester segments. The non linear 
catenary equations are used iteratively to calculate the equilibrium geometry of 
the line. In this regard, by utilizing the known fairlead position, an inverse 
problem is solved to calculate the stiffness and the initial length of the polyester. 
For calm sea conditions the obtained stiffuess is denoted as the static stiffness and 
is then verified for other periods of time on calm sea conditions. For confused sea 
conditions the dynamic stiffuess is obtained as the additional stiffness needed for 
the polyester to satisfy the force equilibrium. Nevertheless, the identification of 
the dynamic stiffuess poses non trivial challenges. Specifically, the separation of 
the loads in static and dynamic is more of a heuristic process, rather than, 
separation based on clearly defined bounds. For this reason, several time histories 
of the line tension and the underlying strain obtained near the platform's peak 
hurricane response are utilized in conjunction to non linear regression methods to 
fit the parameters of the proposed non linear viscoelastic model. Results of the 
proposed model are compared vis a vis the recorded data, and the effectiveness of 
this model in capturing the quite complex behavior of polyester is shown. 
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3.2 Modeling of the Problem 
An offshore platform has GPS (Global Positioning System) and 
accelerometers to provide its position at any time point. From the data acquired 
and by using the reliability region of each instrument in the frequency domain, a 
quite accurate displacement calculation can be obtained (Appendix A). Then, the 
6 degrees of freedom from the center line ofthe platform can be translated in each 
fairlead point using a Gaussian translation matrix (Appendix A). Therefore, a 
displacement versus time history is available at each fairlead point. Tension 
measurements are also available at each fairlead point and the components of the 
line and their properties are known for each line. However, the lengths of the 
polyester segments involve uncertainty. Usually, the lines are pre-stressed before 
installation to release as much construction creep is possible. Despite the pre-
stressing of the line, construction creep remains since removing it entirely would 
demand a large pre-stressing force. Therefore, it is reasonable to assume a linear 
behavior of the polyester segments in loading situations caused by calm sea 
conditions. Specifically, for static loading of smaller level than the pretension 
level this assumption is quite satisfactory. However, the initial length after which 
this behavior can be assumed linear can only be estimated by assuming a static 
stiffness coefficient. Therefore, the initial zero stress length of each polyester 
segment along with its corresponding stiffness is treated as unknowns in this 
proposed model, and both their values are estimated using an iterative approach 
employing the catenary equations. 
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z 
Vertical Inplane Motion 
Figure 3.1. The line from the fairlead point of the platform to the anchoring point 
and the global and local coordinate systems. 
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Figure 3.2. A typical polyester mooring line at in-plane depiction. Known and 
unknown parameters of the line are also shown. 
As it can be seen in Figures (3.1) and (3.2), each line comprises many 
components, most of them connectors, chains, and large polyester segments. In a 
global axis system the exact location of the fairlead and the anchoring point are 
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known (Appendix A); also the force at the fairlead is known. Having this 
information available along with the catenary equations, one can estimate the 
exact position and tension at the bottom end of each component. This is done by 
starting from a known position and tension of the initial point and knowing the 
properties ofthe component. Next iteratively proceeding from the first component 
(chain on the platform) to the last one (chain at the sea bed) the final point can be 
estimated and the shape of the submerged line can be determined. The shape of 
the line is estimated within certain error boundaries due to the fact that each part 
of the line must be calculated as a distinct catenary rope, and the connectors are 
quite heavy short length parts that introduce errors as one proceeds from one 
component to the next. As the platform swings, the shape of the line changes 
according to the position and the force at the fairlead. More specifically, the shape 
of the line changes when the in-plane and vertical distance change, in-plane 
distance is the horizontal distance between the anchoring point and the initial 
point of the line. Assuming that the zero stress length (Lo) is known by randomly 
choosing an initial angle {}, the coordinates of the final tip of the line can be 
calculated. Further, since the real anchoring points are known there is an error 
vector R that ultimately must be minimized with respect to some parameters 
which may be the angle {} and the EA modulus of polyester ropes. In the same 
manner, if the modulus of the polyester components is assumed known then, the 
angle and the Lo can be the minimizing parameters. Equation (3.1) yields the 
error vector 
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(3.1) 
where, De and Se are the estimated values of the depth and the horizontal 
distance, in the same way Dr and Sr represent the real depth and horizontal 
distance. Note, that the real values of these distances are known from the position 
ofthe platform and the position of the anchoring points. 
Next, assuming that a certain algorithm minimizes the error R, 
convergence can be achieved for the minimizing parameters and therefore for 
each time point these parameters can be identified. However, Lo and EA are both 
unknown parameters along with the angle, and since a constant EA and Lo can be 
assumed for calm sea conditions, these two parameters must remain constant for 
every calm sea excitation. Using the fact that in calm sea conditions the tension is 
fairly constant and the platform swings slightly, the average position of the 
platform can be used for two different tension levels the minimum calm sea 
tension, and the maximum calm sea tension. Thus, an equivalent system of two 
unknowns with two equations can be set up where the unknowns are the EA and 
the Lo. 
Obviously, this system is a non linear system of equations and its solution 
can be obtained by numerical iterations. Note, that dynamic analysis is not 
considered herein due to the small in plane accelerations and small line weights. 
Also, the polyester is buoyant when submerged, and thus the only significant 
weight is introduced by the chain and steel connectors. However, their weight and 
the acceleration magnitude is estimated to account for less than 4% of the static 
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forces applied on the line; and thus the quasi-static analysis is capturing quite 
accurately the response. 
3.3 Non Linear Catenary Equations 
Consider in Figure (3.3), a submerged infinitesimal rope section under 
tension and water current loads, as well as under its own submerged weight. 
T +dT-pgzA-pgdzA 
T-pg 
Figure 3.3. The infinitesimal submerged rope section starting from the sea floor. 
Considering the equilibrium equation for the infinitesimal submerged rope 
segment in the X and Z directions, yields 
dT - pgAdz = [wsincp - F(1 + T / EA)]ds (3.2) 
and 
Tdcp - pgAzdcp = [wcoscp + D(1 + T / EA)]ds. (3.3) 
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The symbols w, A, F and D denote the submerged weight, the cross section area, 
the shear force on the line and the vertical force on the line. Next, subtracting the 
water pressure force from the tension yields 
T'=T- pgzA , 
and combining Equation (3.2) and Equation (3.3) yields 
dT' = sin q> dq> 
T' cosq> . 
Integrating the differential Equation (3.5), yields 
T' = T'o cosq>o . 
cosq> 
Decomposing the differential length in the two dimensions x and z yields 
dx = cos q>dp , 
and 
dz = sin q>dp . 
Next, correcting the initial length by the stretched length yields 
dp = ds(1 + T lEA). 
(3.4) 
(3.5) 
(3.6) 
(3.7) 
(3.8) 
(3.9) 
Using the sin and cosine of the angle q> at the infinitesimal triangle of Figure 
(3.3), and assuming that the angle is negligibly affected from the water pressure 
subtraction, leads to 
dx Tr' 
- = cosq>(1 + T I EA) ~ cosq>(1 + T'I EA) = cosq> + _0_, 
ds EA (3.10) 
and 
dz I ). W 
- = sinqJ(1 + T I EA) ~ sinqJ(1 + T' EA = SInqJ + -s. 
ds EA 
Integrating Equation (3.10) yields 
J J( T'COSqJ } X - Xo = (cosqJ + 1'0 'I EA)ds = cosqJ + s, 
EAcosqJo 
and combining Equations (3.3), (3.6) and (3.12) yields, 
_ _ J 1'0 I cos qJo d qJ (1 T I )d 
x Xo - + s. 
wcosqJ ds EAcosqJo 
Further, introducing the variable qJ and changing variables from ds to d qJ 
yields 
_ -J 1'0 'COSqJO (1 T')d x Xo - + qJ. 
wcosqJ EAcosqJo 
Further, carrying out the integration in Equation (3.14) yields 
1 
--+tanqJ 
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(3.11 ) 
(3.12) 
(3.l3) 
(3.14) 
T 12 COscp, 
+ 0 0 (tanqJ - tanqJo) + Xo. 
EAw 
cosqJ 1'0 I cos qJo 1 
X= og 
1 W 
---+tanqJo 
cosqJo 
(3.15) 
One can follow the preceding procedure for the Z direction and derive for the two 
dimensions x and z representing the in-plane horizontal displacement and the 
vertical displacement as shown in Figure (3.2). The equation in the Z direction 
becomes 
z = 0 't'0 __ _ __ + 0 't'o - - tan rp, tan rp - tan rp, + z T 'cos m (1 1) T ,2 cos2 m (1 1 ) 
w cosrp cosrpo wEA 2cos2 rp 2cos2 rpo o( 0) 0 
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(3.16) 
The above stretched catenary equations define the coordinates of the final point of 
a submerged rope for known initial and final angle of the segment. The initial and 
final angle can be correlated by combining Equations (3.3) and (3.6) and 
integrating both sides yields 
Tlo coslfJo ff{J 1 d 
S - So = 2 lfJ , 
W cos lfJ 
lfJo 
(3.17) 
where the left side is the un-stretched length of the segment and can be 
substituted by Lo. Thus, 
tan lfJ = La W + tan lfJo . 
Tlo coslfJo 
(3.18) 
3.4 Gauss-Newton Minimization Algorithm 
Knowing the coordinates of the fairlead, the force at the line, the segments 
of the line and their properties one can start with an initial guess for the angle 
between the chain and the platform and simulate the line geometry. Knowing the 
coordinates of the bottom end of the line, the error vector R of the horizontal 
distance and the vertical distance that the end of the line went off can be 
calculated. This vector next can be minimized using the Gauss Newton non linear 
minimization algorithm. Figure (3.4) helps to elucidate the numerical scheme. 
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Figure 3.4. Iterative procedure of 'shooting down the line' until the error in 
Equation (3.1) is minimized. 
Further, Equation (3.1) can be cast in the form of Equation (3.19) for numerical 
evaluation. The output of the algorithm is the initial angle, and the EA coefficient 
of each polyester segment or the angle and theLo of each polyester segment. Thus 
is, 
R = [~L,(1 + T /EA)sin(9,) - D'j. 
LLi(1 + T / EA)cos(9i) - Sr 
i 
(3.19) 
Numerical methods for minimization problems are well developed and 
quite common in engineering applications. In this regard, significant challenge is 
associated with the initial guess, and the fact that the algorithm sometimes can 
only find a local minimum solution which may not be the global minimum 
(Nocedal and Wright). Further, the problem of ' entrapment' is quite common. It 
basically relates to the symptom of a local minimum being found but the 
algorithm is trapped inside it and stagnates for many iterations. In this case there 
are certain boundaries that need to be imposed. The stiffness modulus must be 
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within a certain range of values, and the construction creep can not be greater than 
a large value of 10%. Specifically {} E (0, 7t / 2), EAE (min(EA),max(EA)) and 
Lo must satisfy the following relationship 1.lLor > Lo > Lor where Lor is the 
original zero stress length installed prior to the construction creep removal and Lo 
is the assumed initial length with linear behavior after the construction creep has 
been removed. 
Using the algorithm described with the above conditions a testing to calibrate the 
model is conducted with real and synthetic data inputs and the errors are 
compared with the professional program PROFLEX that uses finite elements for 
the line. The Gauss-Newton minimization algorithm is shown below. Knowing 
the initial value Xo 
(3.20) 
the next step is determined by the 'backtracking' algorithm (Nocedal and Wright) 
which ensures that the equation 
(3.21) 
holds for step k. Where ak and Pk are the length and the search direction 
towards the minimization point. 
Two conditions must hold and they are called the Armijo conditions (Nocedal and 
Wright). That is, 
f(xk + akPk) ~ f(xk) + claVf: Pk (3.22) 
and 
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(3.23) 
where, Equation (3.22) ensures that the initial error becomes smaller in every 
step, and Equation (3.23) ensures that the step towards the local minimum is large 
enough so that the algorithm does not 'stagnate'. The symbol f denotes the 
quadratic object function that must be minimized; it corresponds to the norm of 
the error vector R. Coefficients c1 and c2 must be adjusted for stability and fast 
convergence of the algorithm and depend on the sensitivity of the problem. The 
coefficient a is usually set equal to 1, but there are ways to be adjusted for faster 
convergence (Cauchy initial point; see Nocedal and Wright). Next, fyields 
1 m f(x)=- Lr/(x). 
2 j=l 
(3.24) 
Therefore, the gradient of this function yields 
m 
Vf(x) = Lrj(x)Vr/x) = J(xf R(x). (3.25) 
j=l 
where the Jacobian is 
J=[oR/oe oR/oT], (3.26) 
and rj in this case is each component ofthe R vector column-wise. The search 
direction vector p is the step towards the local minimum and is determined by 
using the equation 
(3.27) 
Note that the JT J matrix in this specific case may be an ill-conditioned matrix, 
and for the examples below an infinitesimal diagonal matrix is added to shift the 
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eigenvalues away from the origin (see Nocedal and Wright). Knowing the ' step' p 
and the length, the next point x can be obtained from the equation 
(3.28) 
Multiple solutions are usually obtained when minimization algorithms are 
used. However, in this case these solutions are easily discarded due to their non 
physical interpretation. Specifically, solutions that yield negative Young' s 
modulus E, or angles 8<0 essentially correspond to non possible line 
configurations. 
3.5 Modeling Connector as Catenaries 
Considering a line segment of length ds in Figure (3.5), force equilibrium 
demands that the change of the angle from qJ to qJ + d qJ provides an equal and 
opposite force to counterbalance the submerged weight. Note that if the dx curved 
segment is relatively heavy and short (connectors are quite heavy and short), this 
angle becomes smaller and therefore the dT force increases to a quite large value 
in order for the equilibrium to hold. 
T 
T+dT 
Figure 3.5. Infinitesimal submerged rope segment. 
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Therefore, a first attempt to lower the error relates redistributing the weight of the 
connectors to a larger fictitious connector. The tables below show the comparison 
of results from the custom made algorithm vis a vis commercial finite element 
package for in-service operational lines comprising three connectors, two 
polyester ropes and two chain segments. The accuracy of the custom algorithm in 
the tension and in the initial angle of the chain is of particular interest. Tables 
(3.1) through (3.3) show how the accuracy of the results improves by dealing with 
the 'effective' length of the connectors, where, the 'effective' length is the 
fictitious longer length for a lower distributed weight. 
Input to Finite Elements Program PROF LEX 
Segment Properties Defined from Top to Sea Floor 
I Chain Connector Polyester Connector Polyester Connector Chain 
Seqment Lenqth 260.6 0.2 1525.2 0.3 1478.9 0.2 230 
Wet Weiqht (KN/m) 5.087 181.408 0.1042 209.28 0.1042 181.408 4.234 
EA (KN) 1604732 1933687 378098.8 2024288 378098.8 1933687 1440385 
# of Finite Elements 2 1 9 1 9 1 2 
I 
I X Y Z 
F airlead Coordinates 45.55 -38.72 -18.18 
Anchor Coordinates 2446.99 -1424.64 -2191 
I 
I PROFLEX Custom Algorithm Error % 
Fairlead Tension 5175 6021 16.35 
Line top Anqle 51.44 50.07 2.65 
Table 3.1. Error results from commercial F.E. package and the custom program 
for small connecting segments. 
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Input to Finite Elements Program PROFLEX 
Segment Properties Defined from Top to Sea Floor 
I Chain Connector Polvester Connector Polyester Connector Chain 
Segment Length 260.6 1 1525.2 1.5 1478.9 1 230 
Wet Weight (KN/m) 5.087 36.28 0.1042 41.86 0.1042 36.28 4.234 
EA (KN) 1604732 1933687 378098.8 2024288 378098.8 1933687 1440385 
# of Finite Elements 2 1 9 1 9 1 2 
I 
I X Y Z 
Fairlead Coordinates 45.55 -38.72 -18.18 
Anchor Coordinates 2446.99 -1424.64 -2191 
I 
I PROFLEX Custom Algorithm Error % 
Fairlead Tension 5175 5704 10.22 
Line top Mille 51.44 50.71 1.41 
Table 3.2. Error results from commercial F.E. package and the custom program 
for fictitious connecting segments of reasonable length. 
Input to Finite Elements Prollram PROFLEX 
Sellment Properties Defined from Top to Sea Floor 
I Chain Connector Polvester Connector Polyester Connector Chain 
Sellment Length 260.6 2 1525.2 3 1478.9 2 230 
Wet Weillht (KN/m) 5.087 18.14 0.1042 20.93 0.1042 18.14 4.234 
EA (KN) 1604732 1933687 378098.8 2024288 378098.8 1933687 1440385 
# of Finite Elements 2 1 9 1 9 1 2 
I 
I X Y Z 
Fairlead Coordinates 45.55 -38.72 -18.18 
Anchor Coordinates 2446.99 -1424.64 -2191 
I 
I PROFLEX Custom Alllorithm Error % 
Fairlead Tension 5175 5333 3.05 
Line top Anille 51.44 51.56 0.24 
Table 3.3. Error results for commercial F.E. package and the custom program for 
fictitious connecting segments of quite large length. 
Tables (3.3) and (3.4) are for the same line with different tension at the initial tip 
of the line. 
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Input to Finite Elements Program PROFLEX 
Segment Properties Defined from Top to Sea Floor 
I Chain Connector Polyester Connector Pol~ester Connector Chain 
Seament Length 260.6 2 1525.2 3 1478.9 2 230 
Wet Weiaht (KN/m) 5.087 18.14 0.1042 20.93 0.1042 18.14 4.234 
EA (KN) 1604732 1933687 378098.8 2024288 378098.8 1933687 1440385 
# of Finite Elements 2 1 9 1 9 1 2 
I 
I X Y Z 
F airlead Coordinates 45.55 -38.72 -18.18 
Anchor Coordinates 2446.99 -1424.64 -2191 
I 
I PROFLEX Custom Algorithm Error % 
Fairlead Tension 3000 3030 1 
Line top Anale 62.22 62.54 0.51 
Table 3.4. Error results for commercial F.E package and the custom program for 
fictitious connecting segments of quite large length. 
Taking this point into consideration, the algorithm is calibrated to use an 
'effective' length for each short and heavy connector three times longer than its 
original length. This naturally perturbs the Lo length, but to a minor degree, since 
the overall initial installed length is approximately 5800 ft for the specific line 
(Ultra Deep Water Conditions). The program is compared against the professional 
package PROFLEX for a steel catenary rise (one pipe all the way from the sea 
bed to the platform) for a simple line and for the two lines of the specific offshore 
structure. The number of iterations needed for convergence can be adjusted by the 
order of the error, usually 6-10 iterations are enough to reach accuracy up to 
10-5 ; Table (3.5) describes the output for the one pipe catenary all the way from 
the sea bed to the platform. As it can be seen in Table (3.5), the geometry of the 
steel pipe all the way down to the sea bed is accurately captured; it requirers 8 
iterations and the accuracy is of order 10-3 • However, in Table (3.1), which 
relates to the real multi component line, the custom made algorithm yields a large 
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error in comparison to the commercial finite elements code PROFLEX, and the 
fictitious connector lengths have been used to reduce that error. 
Input to Finite Elements Program PROF LEX 
Steel Catenary Rise (one segment from top to sea level) 
I 
Segment Length (ft) 3413 
Wet Weight (lbs/ft) 74.5 
EA (Kips) 768708 
# of Finite Elements 150 
I 
I X Y Z 
F airlead Coordinates 0 0 0 
Anchor Coordinates 2044 0 -2480 
I 
I PROFLEX Custom Algorithm Error % 
Fairlead Tension Ibs 267418 267300 0.04 
Line top Angle 72.1 72 0.01 
Table 3.5. Error results for commercial F.E. package and custom algorithm for 
one segment line from the sea floor to the platform 
3.5.1 Static moduli deduced from hurricane Katrina data 
The preceding modeling was applied to data pertaining to the Katrina 
hurricane in the Gulf of Mexico on the 25th_28th of August 2005. Field data are in 
20 min recordings for the movement ofthe platform and forces at the fairlead. For 
each file as input, derived is a 20 min recording output of the angle between the 
platform and the chain and the EA modulus or the length Lo' Data from hurricane 
Katrina were used to extract a static stiffness coefficient and dynamic stiffness 
time histories. The data set of hurricane Katrina involves, 6 days and consists of 
72 files per day. After screening the data only the first 4 days were deemed 
reliable information due to the fact that after the hurricane intensified, the 
connection to the platform was lost. These 4 days begin from calm sea conditions 
(platform oscillates slowly) and progressively build up to the peak of the 
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hurricane. Figure (3.6) shows the maximum tension in Kips for the first group 
versus the number of the files starting the morning of August 25th 2005. 
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Figure 3.6. Maximum fairlead tension in Kips versus the number of 20m in files 
from the 25th morning to 28th • 
It is obvious that there is a line # 1 readjustment before the peak of the hurricane, 
chain was pulled on board the platform so the tension of the line could match the 
rest of the group. For minimum tension occurring at midnight (00:00) of the 25th, 
the average displacement of the first line fairlead has been calculated. The same 
procedure is used for the maximum tension occurring prior to the readjustment of 
the line # 1. For these two averaged displacements and tensions the EA coefficient 
was swiped from 9 BS to 17 BS (Due to the large value of the EA coefficient, 
industrial reports often use the normalized EA with respect to the Breaking 
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Strength of the polyester) and the corresponding Lo is plotted. Figures (3.7), (3.8) 
and (3.9) show the surge, sway and heave fluctuations from which their means 
were used as inputs. 
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The mean values of surge, sway, heave and the mean values of the tensions for 
the 25th (00:00) are shown in Figures (3.7, 3.8 and 3.9). Also, the mean values of 
surge, sway, heave and the mean values of the tensions are available for the 26th 
(18:20). Figure (3.10) summarizes the obtained results for the Lo length. Note 
that after the line rearrangement, there is a contamination in the tension data and 
the curves are not crossing, this suggests that the chain lock tension measuring 
devices may introduce inaccuracies in adverse operations. 
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Figure 3.10. Effective 'elastic ' length versus ' static ' stiffness of polyester rope 
Once obtaining the EA coefficient as 11.6BS and the Lo (equivalent zero stress 
length) 5920 (ft) for the static conditions (calm sea), one can proceed to the 
developed sea conditions by assuming Lo is known, while is EA unknown 
(attempt to find a dynamic stiffness coefficient). However, before the new inputs 
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are considered, a validation of the above EA coefficient is done for the entire 
20m in file of the 25th (calm sea). In this regard, it can be seen in Figure (3.11) that 
the EA coefficient fluctuates from 9BS to 13BS with the average value of 
11.67BS; obviously the fluctuation is caused by noise of the input. 
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Figure 3.11. 'Static' stiffness fluctuation and mean value over a 20min period of 
time 
3.6 Capturing Polyester's Constitutive Law 
3.6.1 Non linear viscoelastic model 
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The introduction of polyester mooring lines as a permanent anchoring 
system of offshore platforms and floating production storage and offioading 
vessels (FPSO) has reduced significantly the costs of the construction for the 
anchored system. However, the design phase is usually hindered by the high 
nonlinearity of the material. Specifically, the stiffuess of polyester depends on the 
mean load, the amplitude and the frequency of the excitation. Further, for static 
loading, the material exhibits permanent in-elastic deformation due to the 
construction creep. Several researchers have made a concerted effort to model the 
stiffuess of polyester using pertinent laboratory data. Specifically, in Fernandes et 
all (1999) a linear combination was used for the modulus of elasticity of polyester 
that depends on the mean load, amplitude and period of the excitation. Then, the 
underlying coefficients were obtained from least-squares minimization 
techniques. Also, hysteretic characteristics and fading memory effects were 
reported. In Casey and Banfield (2005) it was concluded that the effects of 
construction creep of the polyester are of significant importance, and the stiffuess 
dependency on loading at high frequencies is less important than that at lower 
frequencies. Also, the polyester rope is becoming stiffer with increasing number 
of load cycles. During storm cycling loads the viscoelastic-plastic effects are 
important since they introduce length recovery of the polyester rope. In Huntley 
(2006) the issue of length and static modulus determination was considered using 
laboratory experiments. It was concluded that the pre-tension load effects 
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significantly the construction stretch of the rope and that the static stiflhess before 
pretension should be used for determination of the elastic deformation ofthe rope. 
Further, the stiflhess of the stretched rope determines the offset of the vessel. In 
Crudu (1997) experimental results showed clearly that the stiffuess of polyester 
increases with the amplitude and frequency of the excitation. In (Fernandes and 
Rossi 2002; Fernandes and Rossi 2005) the effects of the full scale polyester 
ropes were approximated in quite satisfactory manner by introducing a smaller 
scale model. In Tahar and Kim (2008) a coupled dynamic analysis was conducted 
for an offshore platform with polyester mooring lines. In Kim Ding (2004) a 
polyester stiffness model (see Fernandes et all 1999; Fernandes and Rossi 2005) 
was enhanced by adding a rate dependent term. This, in essence introduces a 
Voigt model; the significance of the static modulus in determining the offset of 
the anchored vessel was reported. 
In the preceding context, it is clear that polyester is a non linear material 
with hysteretic, rate dependent, and fading memory features. In this context, the 
significance of fractional calculus in addressing these issues has been noted. In 
(Nutting 1921; Scot-Blair 1949; Gemant 1936; Gemant 1938; Grunwald 1867) the 
fractional calculus was introduced and the first results in modeling visco-elastic 
behavior and general strain-stress relationships were reported. In Podlubny (1999) 
several examples were presented in modeling real materials such as wires and 
ropes using the concept of fractional derivatives. In (Caputo 1974; Bagley and 
Torvik 1986; Adolfson et all 2005) the response of vibrating viscoelastic 
materials including fading memory effects were introduced and the effectiveness 
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of capturing the viscoelastic behavior using fractional derivatives were reported. 
In (Galucio et all 2005; Schmidt and Gaul 2002) a finite element formulation was 
introduced for treating viscoelastic constitutive equations with fractional 
derivatives of time. In (Bossemayer 2001; Lu 2006; Enelund and Olson 1999) the 
effectiveness of modeling frequency dependent materials with fading memory 
effects was shown. In (Hwang and Wang 1998; Koh and Kelly 1990; Makris 
1994; Makris and Constantinou 1991; Makris and Constantinou 1992) the 
application of fractional Maxwell and Kelvin models in modeling viscoelastic 
fluids, high damping rubber bearings and other materials was used to predict the 
response of base isolated structures under earthquake excitation. 
In the preceding context, the data collected from the Gulf of Mexico 
during Hurricane Katrina are utilized herein in conjunction to the fractional 
calculus and generalized material models to derive a reliable constitutive equation 
governing the modulus of elasticity of polyester operating in service conditions. 
Specifically, from the morning of the 27th to the 28th midnight there are 140 
available 20min files. From these files the tension and their underlying 
displacements are considered as input to the model with known Lo (5920 ft) of 
the mooring line. Clearly, from the model in the preceding chapter, the time 
histories of the tension at the 2nd segment of the line shown in Figure (3.2) can be 
obtained. Figure (3.12), (3.13) and (3.14) shows the tension at the tip of the line, 
the underlying strain and the dynamic modulus with respect to time on highly 
disturbed seas prior to the actual hurricane peak values. 
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Figure 3.12. Tension at the fairlead for disturbed sea conditions. 
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Figure 3.13. Strain of the 2nd polyester rope shown in Figure (3.2) obtained by the 
Gauss-Newton minimization algorithm for the tension shown in Figure (3.12). 
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Figure 3.14. 'Dynamic' stiffness fluctuation over a 20 minute period of time for 
disturbed sea conditions obtained from the tension and strain shown in Figures 
(3.12) and (3.13). 
Next, having the tension and the strain time histories of the 2nd polyester segment 
of the line shown in Figure (3.2) leads to the identification of the constitutive 
equation of polyester for dynamic loading. In this context, prior to proceeding to 
the proposed model definition, certain linear viscoelastic models are introduced. 
Specifically, the Maxwell, Voigt and Zener models are shown in Figure (3.15). 
Obviously, these viscoelastic models are obtained by combining purely viscous 
dampers with purely elastic Hookean springs. Further, more elaborate models can 
be generated by combining several other dash pots and springs. The governing 
constitutive equations of the herein considered viscoelastic models are: 
c da dx 
a+---=c-
k dt dt' 
(3.29 a) 
for the Maxwell model; 
dx (J=c-+kx, 
dt 
for the Kelvin-Voigt model, and finally; and 
for the standard linear solid or Zener model. 
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Figure 3.15. The Maxwell, Kelvin-Voigt and Zener viscoelastic models. 
Obviously, the Maxwell model affords modeling permanent deformations, and 
thus it is appropriate for accurately capturing relaxation of solid materials and 
fluids. The Kelvin-Voigt model, however, is quite ineffective in modeling 
relaxation but excellent in modeling creep. For the elimination of the difficulties 
that the Maxwell and Kelvin-Voigt models are exhibiting in capturing both creep 
and relaxation, the standard linear solid model (Zener) was introduced. 
Specifically the Zener model affords to capture both creep and relaxation 
phenomena quite accurately (see Podlubny 1999). Next, substituting the purely 
viscous damper with elements governed by fractional derivatives (Podlubny 
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1999) yields the generalized Maxwell, Kelvin-Voigt and Zener models. The 
governing constitutive equations ofthe generalized viscoelastic models is 
(3.30 a) 
for the generalized Maxwell model, 
(3.30 b) 
for the generalized Kelvin-Voigt model; and 
(3.30 c) 
for the generalized Zener model. Note that a and ~ are real numbers and the 
operator d a / dta denotes fractional differentiation. 
In this context, the proposed constitutive equation to model polyester ropes 
involves a non linear extension of the Zener model. Specifically, the springs are 
non linear and the non linear dissipative elements depend on the fractional 
derivative of strain. The non linear springs adopted herein and the non linear 
dissipative elements governed by fractional derivatives are of the polynomial 
type. Thus, the constitutive equation ofthe proposed model is cast in the form 
where the symbols g and h denote the polynomials 
3 
g(&) = Eo J; + 'LEj&j , 
j=i 
",2 
(3.31) 
(3.32) 
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and 
3 (d P Jj h(d) = L17j d: 
]=1 t 
,.2 
(3.33) 
Note that such a model corresponds to frequency dependent parameters (Nutting 
1921; Scot-Blair 1949; Gemant 1936; Gemant 1938; Grunwald 1867). 
Specifically, it accounts for stiffness and damping being frequency dependent in 
the frequency domain, and having fading memory effects in the time domain. 
Therefore, the fitting of a generalized non linear viscoelastic model is adopted 
herein. Obviously the proposed model affords accurately capturing non linearity 
of the Duffing type, linear and non linear hysteresis, and linear and non linear 
dissipative restoring forces. 
3.6.2 Polynomial regression 
Having the tension time histories of the polyester segment under calm and 
developed sea conditions and the strain time histories for a quite large period of 
time before and during the hurricane peak allows for a robust determination of the 
above described model. Specifically, the general model pursued for identification 
is given by 
(3.33) 
where the coefficients a, fJ, E and 11 are unknown. Note that the non linear 
minimization problem poses non trivial challenges since the above described 
model contains eight unknown parameters. The minimization problem is solved 
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for the determination of the (1,(3, E and 1'\ coefficients minimizing the error in the 
least squares sense. Specifically, for a given pair of force F and strain E time 
histories, the problem can be cast in matrix form 
daR dPc. (dP£o J 0 0 
l:l+ dta QO=A[ ~ £1EO 1 dtP dtP [ ~:] ~! ~: +A daF F: d P& (dP£m J __ m m 
dta dtP dtP 
, (3.34) 
where m is number of discretization points and the symbol Fa, F; denotes the 
calculated tension force at the specific polyester segment at time instant 0, ~t etc. 
Next, combining Equation (3.34) with the Grunwald-Letnikov expansion shown 
in Equation (2.7) yields 
n 
[~l+ LGL~F(}-k At'""~A[~ ... Grl k=O ~! ~~ +A n 
.Ji: LGL~F(}-k 
k=O 
(3.35) 
where n is the number of the past terms taken into account for the fractional 
derivative estimation, so that 
GLn <10-3 • (3.36) 
Note that the sampling rate of the data is 0.25 seconds and since it is not enough 
for an accurate estimation of the fractional derivatives. Thus, data interpolation is 
necessary. In this context, cubic splines are used to reduce the time step ~t from 
0.25 to 0.01. Next, since there are not enough past terms for an accurate 
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estimation of the fractional derivative for the first few initial terms, a number of n 
initial values must be truncated. Therefore, the reduced problem yields 
(3.37) 
The system of Equations (3.37) is a set of linear equations with respect to the 
coefficients E and 11, and non linear with respect to the parameters a and ~. The 
system is solved for the eight parameters that minimize the Euclidean norm of the 
error vector. For the cases considered herein, the truncation number n is based on 
the truncation threshold and it varies with respect to the order of the fractional 
derivative. The length of the force F and strain E signals is m=4606 before 
interpolation, and m=115201 after cubic spline interpolation of the data. Further, 
to circumvent numerical difficulties due to the small number of strains, the signal 
is normalized by a scaling coefficient of 103 , and thus the strain is given in 
percentage of 10-3 • Obviously, the combination that minimizes the error is the 
best set of parameters. For a 20minute period of time of developed sea conditions, 
the tension F at the polyester segment is obtained from the preceding chapters and 
the parameters are specified utilizing the Levenberg-Marquart algorithm (see 
Nocedal and Wright 2002). Next, these parameters are used to reconstruct the 
tension of the same polyester segment from other segments of time closer to the 
hurricane peak using the strain recorded data. Then, the data are compared vis a 
vis the eight parameter non linear viscoelastic model. The error function is given 
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as the Euclidean norm of the error vector normalized by the length of the signal 
and yields 
'tGE:F.-k Fo liD Ii' 'tG!4Iin-k (~G!4E'_k J ~ l' [J 0 1=0 h:D 1 Ara170 -A erro'(a,p,E,,/l = m-n ... ArP171 
'tGL:Fm_k Ji: Ii! 'tG!4Gm_k (~G!4Em_k J (ArP)' 17, Gm k=O 1=0 
(3.38) 
Utilizing the set of Equations (3.38), the unknown coefficients are obtained, and 
Equation (3.33) is recast in the form 
dO.66 F 3 dO.81 & dO. 81 & ( )
3 
F + 0.49 dtO.66 = 150,J; + 26.21& + 0.19& + 0.15 dtO.81 + 0.13 dtO.81 
. (3.39) 
Obviously the separation of the dynamic modulus from the total modulus poses 
algebraic difficulties. However, the design requires an effective modulus of 
elasticity that initiates from the static value and changes with time due to its 
dynamic component. Thus, the effective modulus is considered herein. Equation 
(3.33) presents a good approximation for the stiffness of polyester line material. 
Specifically, the stiffness is affected by the frequency of the loading, it is highly 
non linear, and for static loading it is time dependent due to relaxation. As is 
clearly shown in the results, the proposed non linear viscoelastic model captures 
the behavior of polyester operating in service conditions. Conceivably, the linear 
generalized Zener model captures the behavior of linear hysteresis in addition to 
any other creep and relaxation of the material. Thus, an enhanced model that 
contains non linearity is appropriate for capturing accurately the behavior of 
polyester. Note that, allowing the model to attain arbitrary values of fractional 
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derivatives provides superior fitting capabilities of the model. Figures (3.16-3.26) 
help show the accuracy of the proposed approach in capturing the tension of 
polyester ropes in service conditions. Further, Figures (3.16-3.26) show the 
tension as the peak of the hurricane approached the offshore structure until the 
night of the 28th of August 2005 where the maximum displacements reached the 
peak values and connection to the platform was lost. 
Having established a model for the non linear viscoelastic behavior of the 
polyester material, the verification of the model is pursued against laboratory 
experiments. Specifically, experimental data exist for the same kind of polyester 
ropes involving tension tests. The tension test is simple; the polyester rope is 
anchored at one side and is pulled on the other side. That is, that the end tip of the 
rope is pulled at a constant velocity, and the underlying displacement and tension 
are recorded. Figure (3.27) shows the experimental set up. Figures (3.28) and 
(3.29) show the applied displacement and recorded tension versus time. Figure 
(3.30) shows the force-displacement loops for the experimental data, and the 
proposed non linear viscoelastic model governed by fractional and integer order 
derivatives; the normalized error is obtained from Equation (3.38). It can be seen 
from Figure (3.30) that the fractional order derivatives improve the modeling of 
polyester vis-a-vis the integer order derivatives model. 
Further, note that the tension experiments shown in Figure (3.30) were 
conducted for small tension amplitude. For, from the Figure (3.30) it is seen that 
the mean tension applied was 800 kips with three cycles of loading of 300 kips 
amplitude. Note that the installed and tested polyester rope has breaking strength 
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(BS) of 4261Kips. Therefore, the ratio of the excitation with respect to the 
breaking strength (BS) of the rope is less 8%, and the ratio of the mean value with 
respect to the BS is less than 20%. In this context, extensive experimental data on 
polyester ropes are shown in (Petruska et all 2005) where the dependency of the 
stiffness on the mean value of the tension is captured by a linear regression 
model; Figure (3.31) summarizes the findings of similar tension experiments. 
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Figure 3.16. Tension at the 2nd polyester rope shown in Figure (3.2) vis a vis the 
proposed non linear model; n=204, m=115201 and normalized error 4.62%. 
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Figure 3.17. Tension at the 2nd polyester rope shown in Figure (3.2) vis a vis the 
proposed non linear model; n=204, m=115201 and normalized error 6.53%. 
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Figure 3.18. Tension at the 2nd polyester rope shown in Figure (3.2) vis a vis the 
proposed non linear model; n=204, m=115201 and normalized error 6.92%. 
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Figure 3.19. Tension at the 2nd polyester rope shown in Figure (3.2) vis a vis the 
proposed non linear model; n=204, m= 11520 1 and normalized error 13.95%. 
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Figure 3.20. Tension at the 2nd polyester rope shown in Figure (3.2) vis a vis the 
proposed non linear model; n=204, m=115201 and normalized error 10.98%. 
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Figure 3.21. Tension at the 2nd polyester rope shown in Figure (3.2) vis a vis the 
proposed non linear model; n=204, m=115201 and normalized error 10.43%. 
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Figure 3.22. Tension at the 2nd polyester rope shown in Figure (3.2) vis a vis the 
proposed non linear model; n=204, m= 115201 and normalized error 13.19%. 
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Figure 3.23. Tension at the 2nd polyester rope shown in Figure (3.2) vis a vis the 
proposed non linear model; n=204, m=115201 and normalized error 10.62%. 
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Figure 3.24. Tension at the 2nd polyester rope shown in Figure (3.2) vis a vis the 
proposed non linear model; n=204, m= 115201 and normalized error 7.12%. 
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Figure 3.25. Tension at the 2nd polyester rope shown in Figure (3.2) vis a vis the 
proposed non linear model; n=204, m=115201 and normalized error 7.24%. 
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Figure 3.26. Tension at the 2nd polyester rope shown in Figure (3.2) vis a vis the 
proposed non linear model; n=204, m=115201 and normalized error 12.53%. 
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-
Figure 3.27. Simple experimental set up for identification of the polyester rope 
stress-strai n re lati onsh i p. 
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Figure 3.28. Applied displacement at the end tip of the polyester rope. 
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Figure 3.29. Recorded tension for applied displacement of Figure (3.25) at the end 
tip of the polyester rope. 
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Figure 3.30. Experimental force-strain loops versus the proposed non linear 
viscoelastic model governed by fractional and integer order derivatives. 
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Polyester Rope Non-Linear Dynamic Stiffness (EA) 
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Figure 3.31. The stiffuess of a certain polyester rope with respect to the mean 
tension; Petruska et all (2005). 
4.1 Introduction 
Chapter 4 
Peridynamics Theory of Mechanics 
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The problem of modeling dynamic or static systems that contain 
discontinuities is fundamental in mechanics. Fractured surfaces and propagating 
cracks are discontinuities which disrupt the domain of the differential equations 
and create mathematical singularities. There are several approaches to deal with 
these kinds of discontinuities. Two classical approaches are the finite element 
method (FEM) with re-meshing of the continuous domain, and the extended finite 
element method (XFEM) which circumvents the constant re-meshing of the 
domain and uses the same mesh by simply adjusting the stiffness of the cracked 
element (see Zi and Belytschko 2003; Stolarsca et all 2001; Chessa and 
Belytschko 2004; Rodenas et all 2010). Further, mesh-free techniques have been 
applied to the same problem with quite reasonable results (Belytschko et all 1994; 
Belytschko et all 1995). However, all of these approaches have been based on 
local mechanics theory. In local mechanics theory, a single point in the medium is 
in direct contact with only its immediate neighboring points, and thus spatial 
derivatives exist in such a continuum. In a non-local mechanics, however, a single 
point in the medium is in direct contact with points further away in addition to its 
immediate neighboring points. Non-local theories have been initially developed in 
(Kroner 1967; Edelen 1969, 1970, 1975, Eringen et all 1977; Bazant and Novak 
2000; Bazant and Giraudon 2002) and since then several researchers have 
contributed to this concept (Di Paola and Faila 2008; Di Paola et all 2009; Faila et 
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all 2010). Silling (2000) extended the concept of non-local mechanics. Until then 
the non-locality concept was used as a generalization of the local mechanics and 
assumed that spatial derivatives at a finite neighborhood around the point of 
interest can be used. Silling (2000) proposed a fully non-local peridynamics 
modeling in which no spatial derivatives are needed, and therefore the inherent 
problem of a discontinuity in the domain can be circumvented. The model 
involves a formulation of a partial integrodifferential equation which holds for 
discontinuous domains with no additional treatment, like enrichment etc. Since 
this pioneering work, several publications have focused on the application of this 
approach to a wide spectrum of problems. In Silling et all (2003) the deformation 
of an infinite bar was investigated using the peridynamics theory. In Silling et all 
(2007) a generalization of the original peri dynamics framework was proposed to 
extend the kinds of materials that can be modeled by peridynamics theory. In 
Bobaru et all (2009) adaptive refinement was proposed, and the uniform 
convergence of the peridynamics theory to classical mechanics was shown for 
dynamic and static 1 D solutions when the non locality effect is approaching zero. 
In Warren et all (2009) the previous peridynamics theory was extended to handle 
Poisson ratios other than Y4, and allow bonds to exhibit non central forces. In 
Macek and Silling (2007) the peridynamics theory was extended beyond the EMU 
meshless formulations to the finite element method by incorporating truss 
elements. In Bobaru (2007) the peridynamics method was used to analyze the 
effect of the Van der Waals forces on the mechanical behavior, strength and 
toughness of three dimensional nano-fiber networks. In this benchmark study (see 
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Bodaru 2007), the fracture was introduced at the micro-structural level using the 
concept of bonds and it was concluded that two main mechanisms control the 
deformation: the fiber re-orientation and the fiber accretion. In Silling and Askari 
(2005) a numerical mesh free method for solving the partial integrodifferential 
equation arising from the peridynamics theory was proposed and examples of 
modeling crack growth in brittle materials were presented. In Zhou and Du (2010) 
a mathematically based approach for linear peri dynamics FEM was introduced. 
In this chapter a peridynamics modeling of systems with stochastic 
material properties exposed to stochastic excitations is considered. In this context, 
a novel spatial discretization of the peri dynamics equation is used which allows 
for a stochastic extension of the model. The governing partial integrodifferential 
equation is treated by the Kansa collocation method (Kansa 1990; Ling and Kansa 
2004; Fedoseyev et all 2002) using the inverse multi-quadric {lMQ) radial basis 
functions (RBF). In this formulation the direction and length of the crack 
propagation is not governed by the nodal density and positioning ofthe nodes as it 
is in the usual mesh free peridynamics approach. The approach is quite similar to 
the XFEM (Zi and Belytschko 2003; Wei et all 2010; Baietto et all 2010; Dreau et 
all 2010; Khoei and Taheri-Mousavi 2010) where the crack, is influencing only 
one finite element, and only the stiffuess of the current element in which crack is 
going through needs to be determined. Further, the boundary conditions are 
imposed in a simpler manner than in the peridynamics theory, and it is quite 
similar to the FEM. Finally, after having established a reliable collocation method 
to treat the deterministic problem, the stochastic problem is considered and it is 
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solved utilizing the concept proposed in SFEM (see Ghanem and Spanos 1990). 
The reliability of the system is assessed by determining the probability density 
function (PDF) of the energy release rate around the crack tip. 
4.2 Peridynamics Formulation 
4.2.1 The peridynamics partial integrodifferential equation 
Consider a mechanical component having one dimension significantly 
smaller than the other two, and operating under an excitation in the plane defined 
by its two significant dimensions. Obviously, the significant displacements of the 
vibrating medium are on the same 2-D plane. Next, consider the non local 
peridynamics theory for modeling the behavior of the medium. The non-local 
theory of peridynamics involves a partial integrodifferential equation for dynamic 
problems (see Emmrich and Weckner 2007). Specifically, this equation is a 
second order differential equation with respect to time, and an integral equation 
with respect to space. In this context, the governing equation of motion of any 
particle inside the vibrating 2-D medium is given by the equation 
(4.1) 
where U, v denote the second order derivatives of u ,v with respect to time; and 
the vectors :! and :! are defined by the equations 
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(4.2) 
and 
(4.3) 
Note, that p is the material density, bx(~,t),by(~,t) are the force densities in each 
direction, u(~), v(~) denote the displacements of the point ~ on the x and y axis 
respectively, f denotes the force function measured in force per unit volume 
A 
squared exerted on the point ~ by the point !, and H (!) is the domain of 
integration. Note that the force function f may depend on the partial derivatives of 
the displacement with respect to the directions x, y, and thus Equation (4.1) is a 
A 
partial integrodifferential equation. In the peri dynamics theory the domain of ! is 
restricted by the position of :! by defining the relative position ~ 
(4.4) 
such that 
(4.5) 
The distance 0 is called the horizon and represents the distance of the non local 
approximation. The domain H(:!) for every given point! is defined by the 
equation 
(4.6) 
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and yields a circular disc centered at ! of radius 8; Figure (4.1) helps to elucidate 
this concept. 
Horizon of point~ 
Body 0 
"-
Figure 4.1. Each point:! in the body .Q interacts directly with the points:! in the 
circular disc H (!) through bonds. 
Further, the pair-wise force-function f, represents the force between two particles 
separated by a distance of length S (see Silling 2000). Thus, it must exhibit the 
properties 
I( -'7, -;) = -/('7,;), (4.7) 
- - --
and 
(~+ 17) ® f(17,~) = 0, (4.8) 
- - --
where ® is the symbol of the tensor product, and the vector 17 is defined by the 
equation 
(4.9) 
The above restrictions ensure the conservation of angular momentum, and the co-
linearity of the force with respect to the relative position of the particles. 
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Extensive details on the force function can be found in Silling (2000). Next, for 
the linearized pair-wise force-function introduced in Silling (2000), the force 
yields 
(4.10) 
where the micro-modulus C satisfies the condition 
C(-;)=C(;). (4.11) 
- -
A fundamental measure of the peridynamics theory is the bond stretch given by 
the formula 
(4.12) 
Specifically, stretch is used to determine whether the bond has failed or not, and 
thus it is the measure governing the force between the particles such as the strain 
in classical mechanics theory. Bonds which have exceeded the predetermined 
value of So are damaged. In quantifying the damage on a specific point :! from 
the points in the horizon of :! the function 
(4.13) 
is used, where the damage can be assumed to be of total failure of the bond by 
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{ l}S(t,~) < So J.l(~,t) = -.. 
- 0 Otherwzse 
(4.14) 
In linear peridynamics, the pair-wise force amplitude is given by the equation in 
(Silling 2000; Silling and Askari 2005) 
(4.15) 
where the force vector f is aligned with the vector ~ + 1], and for a 2-D plate 
problem the constant c is given by the equation 
72k 
c=--
5m53 
(4.16) 
where k is the bulk modulus of the material in Emmrich and Weckner (2007). 
Several other formulations can be found in Silling (2000) regarding the pair-wise 
force-function. 
4.2.2 Polar coordinate transformation 
Equation (4.1) can also be cast into polar coordinates yielding 
(4.17) 
where 
IJI=-r, (4.18) 
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r=-~ 
- , (4.19) 
and 
r =r( c~se} 
slnB 
(4.20) 
Note that the Equation (4.9) in the polar coordinates yields 
(4.21) 
and equivalently Equation (4.15) yields 
(4.22) 
For illustration purposes, the displacements u and v of a bond are shown in Figure 
(4.2). 
I 
V(~ 0 
u(x) 
x 
v(~+r) .,,' 0 
u(x+r) 
V(~+I)sin(90-0)-u (~+r)sinO / 
" /~Q<+OCOS8+V(><+I)Sin8 
VQ9Sin(90-0)-UV' r 
u(~cosO+v(~+r)sinO 
Figure 4.2 . A bond of length r and angle e with respect to the global coordinate 
system. 
Adopting the linearized paIr-WIse force-function, and using the fact that the 
horizon 8 is a small distance, the total stretch of the bond can be approximated 
accurately by just the collinear component to the vector!:. . The contribution to the 
extension of the bond from the perpendicular displacements with respect to the 
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vector r. shown in Figure (4.2), can be neglected for small distances r. This is due 
to the assumption that small rigid body rotations of the bond can be neglected 
(B.3). With this assumption, and since this force is on the direction of the vector 
r. the forces per unit volume on the x and y direction yield 
forcex =;( (u(:!) -u(:!+ r))dV!+!: cosO + (v(:!) - v(:!+ r))dV!+~ sinO )cosO 
forcey =;( (v(:!) -v(:!+ r))dV!+~ cosO + (v(:!) -v(:!+ r))d~+~ sinO )sinO 
(4.23) 
These equations represent the force at the x and y direction due to one bond 
formed from 2 particles in distance r and in angle from the reference point S. 
Since Equation (4.17) is given in polar coordinates, Equation (4.1) can be cast as 
(4.24) 
4.3 Spatial Discretization 
4.3.1 Radial basis function expansion 
Having derived Equation (4.24), proceed to use the Kansa collocation 
method for its spatial discretization; see Kansa (1990). In implementing the Kansa 
collocation method, a series of nodes is distributed in the domain forming a grid 
of points. The inverse multi-quadrics (IMQ) radial basis functions (RBF's) are 
used as defined in (Kansa 1990) and correspond to the inverse of the Euclidean 
distance of the point :! from the collocation node k 
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(4.25) 
where the distance "'k is a local shape parameter regulating the shape of the basis. 
Large values of this parameter contribute to smoother shapes and are quite 
accurate approximations of flat and slowly varying solutions. However, small 
parameters represent sharper shapes and are particularly good for peaks and steep 
slopes. The inverse multi-quadric function attains its maximum at the node and 
decreases monotonically as the distance from the node increases. Next, using the 
same inverse multi-quadrics (lMQ) for both the u and v displacements yields 
N M 
u(:!) = La1kgk(:!) + La2jqj(:!) 
k=1 j=1 
N M 
(4.26) 
v(:!) = Ld1kgk(:!) + Ld2jqj(:!) 
k=1 j=1 
Further, the polynomials q that correspond to the a and d coefficients can be 
arbitrarily chosen. Note that details on the Kansa collocation method and the 
inverse multi-quadrics (lMQ) radial basis functions (RBF) are included in 
Appendix (B.2). Next, Equation (4.26) on the collocation points with time 
dependent coefficients can be cast in the form 
U(:!pt) gt(:!t) 0 qt(!t) 0 
all (t) 
v(:!pt) 0 gt (:!t) 0 qt (:!t) 
dll (t) 
a2t (t) 
(4.27) 
0 qt (:!t) qt (:!2) qt (:!3) 0 0 d2t (t) 
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Equation (4.27) is the scheme upon which the 2-D solution of the 
integrodifferential equation is constructed. The difference in the displacements of 
a bond denoted by the vector TJ and shown in Equation (4.21), is obtained using 
Equation (4.26). Specifically, the vector TJ with time dependence yields 
where 
Gk(!,r) = gk(!) - gk(! + r) 
Qj(!,r) = qj(!) - qj(! + r) 
4.3.2 Stiffness determination 
, (4.28) 
(4.29) 
Having represented the displacements by linear combinations of the basis 
functions, an approach similar to the one of the finite element method (FEM) is 
followed. It is assumed that the displacement of any given point inside the domain 
is captured by interpolating the four adjacent nodes surrounding the point; Figure 
(4.3) shows this interpolation scheme. 
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i+3 i+2 
.---------------~ 
11-------------------- i+1 
Figure 4.3. A point of interest surrounded by its four closest nodes. 
It is clear that for any point that belongs in the square, the four adjacent nodes 
contribute to its displacement. This leads to a quite convenient and efficient way 
to integrate over the horizon of each node. Figure (4.4) shows the horizon of each 
node in a specific element 
i+3 
a---------,----,---------:II i+2 
i+1 
Figure 4.4. The horizon of each node in a square element formed by four grid 
points 
Obviously, the integration of Equation (4.1) can be performed usmg a finite 
element approximation inside an element. Specifically, integration over the 
horizon is required only for one element and its 4 nodes. Then, the integration 
over the horizon of each node is performed by merely adding the nodal values of 
the elements, identically as it is done in the finite element method. Therefore, 
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combining Equations (4.21), (4.24) and (4.28), the peridynamics stiffuess density 
of the node i is given as 
:::]IJ1dBdr 
. (4.30) 
In this regard, combining Equation (4.30) with Equation (4.18) yields the second 
order micro-modulus tensor 
C(q) = c[ cos2 f} cOSf}Sinf}]. 
- COS f}sin f} sin2 f} , (4.31) 
and combining Equations (4.4), (4.19) and (4.20), Equation (4.31) can be cast in a 
form identical to Silling's in Silling (2000) as 
(4.32) 
Next, the stiffuess density matrix corresponding to the g basis functions for a four 
node element consists of 4x4 blocks of2x2 matrices and yields 
812 f C(B,r)[G;(!;,r,B) G;+I(!;,r,B) G;+2(!;,r,B) G;+3(!;,r,B)]dB 
o 
28 f C(B,r)[G;(!;+3,r,B) G;+1 (!;+3 ,r,B) G;+2(!;+3'r,B) G;+3(!;+3,r,B)]dB 
3,,/2 
. (4.33) 
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Further, the stiffness density matrix corresponding to the q basis functions for the 
node i consists of a 2xM matrix, where M is the number of the q functions and 
yields 
(4.34) 
4.4 Implementation Aspect 
4.4.1 Linear differential equations 
Utilizing the concept shown in Figures (4.3), (4.4) and combining 
Equations (4.1), (4.33) and (4.34) yields a set of linear differential equations. 
Specifically, the set of linear second order differential equations can be cast in the 
matrix form 
all all 
LPiGi LpjQj dll LKGi LKQi dll 
i j i j =[~J. LQ/ + LQ/ (4.35) 0 a21 0 a21 j d21 j d21 
where LPiGi is a square matrix 2Nx2N representing the nodal material density 
related to the g basis functions, L pjQj is a rectangular matrix 2Nx2M 
j 
representing the nodal material density related to the additional basis functions q, 
L Qj T is a rectangular matrix 2Mx2N and is called the regularization condition, 
j 
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and finally 0 is the zero matrix 2Mx2M. More details on the regularization 
conditions can be found in Kansa (1990) and in (B.2). Equivalently LKGi is the 
i 
stiffuess density related to the g basis functions which is a square matrix 2Nx2N, 
LKQi is the stiffuess density matrix 2Nx2M related to the q basis functions, and 
j 
[ bO] is the 2Nx 1 loading vector on top of a 2Mx 1 zero vector representing the 
regularization conditions. Further, Equation (4.35) is a 2(N+M)x2(N+M) system 
of second order linear differential equations and can be readily integrated in time 
using a time integration scheme. Note that since the quantities at Equations (4.30), 
(4.33) and (4.34) represent stiffuess density, this collocation approach is different 
from the finite element method. 
4.4.2 Crack-inclusion treatment 
Next, proceed to address the crack growth or crack initiation problem 
utilizing the preceding peridynamics theory. In this regard, assume that a crack 
exists in a specific position of the medium. With the above formulation this crack 
will affect only the peridynamics stiffuess of the surrounding nodes. Naturally, 
the cracks interrupt the horizon of the nodes surrounding them; Figure (4.5) 
shows how the horizon of the node i+ 1 is affected. 
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i+3 
...-- --------i+2 
i i+1 
Figure 4.5 . The disrupted horizon of node i+I , as it is modeled in peridynamics. 
It is perhaps easy to appreciate from Figure (4.5) how effective the peridynamics 
formulation becomes when deal ing with discontinuities in the domain. The crack, 
in essence describes the bond failure at these points, and therefore the node i+ I 
along with the other nodes cannot ' see ' past the crack, and induces less stiffuess 
density. This feature is implemented by using the same equations as before, on ly 
with different integration limits in Equations (4.33) and (4.34). The integration 
over the discontinuous horizon posses certain difficulties and it is carried out 
numerically; see Appendix (B. t ). Gaussian quadrature is used for the element 
KG referring to the ' healthy' part of the domain and is shown in Appendix (A. I). 
Despite the fact that a more laborious numerical integration is needed for the 
cracked element, the peridynamics modeling through this approach is quite 
efficient since a uniform grid of points would have only one kind of elements and 
thus no other integration is needed. For the integration over the horizon of the 
functions Q, closed form solutions are available for ' healthy' bonds around the 
nodes, but for discontinuities numerical integration is again needed and is shown 
in (B.l). 
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Furthermore, pointing out that the collocation approach yields stiffness density in 
contrast to the finite element formulation which yields stiffness, note that the 
weak form ofthe problem is given in Emmrich and Weckner (2007), and yields 
(4.36) 
where w denotes the weight function. Substituting the displacement function in 
Equation (4.36) yields the Galerkin approximation which leads to the finite 
element formulation (FEM). As it is clear for the stiffness expression, a double 
integration is involved, one on the domain R and one in the horizon domain H. 
This points out that in the formulation of Equation (4.33) and (4.34), the stiffness 
density at a collocation point is calculated. Therefore, equation (l) is solved not in 
terms of displacements and nodal forces as it is from Equation (4.36), but rather in 
terms of loading density at the collocation points and displacements. Utilizing this 
formulation, the peridynamics boundary conditions are applied in a much simpler 
way since the input loading is actually a load density. Further, two consecutive 
integrations over the discontinuous domains Rand H are quite laborious. This is 
in fact the reason why in the finite element formulation the large number of bonds 
are replaced by an equivalently large number of truss elements in Macek and 
Silling (2007). The herein proposed formulation is quite similar to the truss 
approach, and each node is virtually connected to all the trusses inside its horizon 
and its stiffness is obtained by direct integration without the actual introduction of 
the trusses. Further, since the crack is handled geometrically inside the element, 
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there is no need of checking all the bonds inside the domain. The displacements 
inside the domain are derived by interpolation of the nodal displacements. Then, 
the energy release rate is calculated around the crack, independently from the 
mesh size. Note that, for a more accurate approximation around the crack tip, 
enrichment of the q functions according to Fleming et all (1997) is available in 
addition to the grid refinement. 
4.4.3 Peridynamics boundary conditions 
Having derived the governing equation as a set of linear second order 
differential equations in matrix form, proceed to incorporate the boundary 
conditions. Details on incorporating boundary conditions in peridynamics theory 
are covered in Silling (2000). However, due to this formulation the 
implementation of boundary conditions becomes readily available. Specifically, 
an additional layer of material is added to the external part of the elements located 
on the boundaries of the domain, and is denoted as R*in Silling (2000). The 
corresponding displacements of the additional layer are decomposed on the same 
g and q basis functions, and therefore the displacements of the material R * 
denoted as u* in Silling (2000) are given from Equation (4.26). Figure (4.6) 
shows the additional layer of material R * that needs to be added on the 
boundaries. 
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Figure 4.6. The additional layer of material R * needed for implementing the 
boundary conditions. 
Note that the stiffuess density related to the lightly shaded area is already 
available from the preceding equations. However, the stiffness density related to a 
small layer of thickness e and shown in Figure (4.6) with the darker shade must be 
added to the stiffness density of the nodes. In this regard, since the displacements 
u* are decomposed into the same basis as the displacements u, the boundary 
conditions such as simple supports etc can be applied on the external nodes 1 *, 2* 
etc by utilizing the expansion basis and the displacements of these nodes. Next, to 
impose certain boundary conditions to the collocation nodes of the Kansa method, 
specific rows in the matrices shown in Equation (4.35) are modified to account for 
the imposed constrains. Details can be found in Kansa (1990). Note that the 
governing equation is solved in terms of the displacement u(x), vex), and force 
density b(x). Since the force loading conditions by definition are forcing densities, 
the boundary conditions are imposed readily using the basis functions. For 
comparison with any closed form solution models involving stress applied on the 
above described example, the loading density b(x) must be multiplied by the layer 
thickness e to yield force per unit area. 
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4.5 Bond Based Formulation for Arbitrary Poisson Ratio Materials 
4.5.1 Enhanced micro-modulus tensor 
In Silling (2000) is has been established that the bond-based method yields 
a model with Poisson ratio of Y4 if the tensor in Equation (4.32) is used. Further, 
in the above formulation the bond forcing function is constant with respect to the 
orientation of the bonds. Thus, in this section the manipulation of the tensor of 
Equation (4.32) is considered in a manner that allows for the modeling of 
arbitrary Poisson ratio values. This is done by the addition of another micro-
modulus function which is dependent on the orientation of the bonds. Consider 
the enriched linearized micro-modulus function based on Equation (4.32) of the 
following form 
C(~) = (c + c1 (cosOsinOt) ~ ®2 ~ , 
- I~I 
(4.37) 
and assuming independence with respect to the norm of the vector ~ leads to the 
2nd order tensor 
( . )2 )[ cos2 0 C(O,r) = C 1 + m( cosOsmO . 
cosOsmO 
cosOsinO] 
sin2 0 
(4.38) 
where the value m is the ratio of the two coefficients 
(4.39) 
Note that the forcing density is given in force per unit volume squared, and thus 
the micro-modulus function in Equation (4.37) is given in N/cm7• Having this two 
parameter tensor leads naturally to the calibration of these parameters. In the one 
parameter bond-based method (see Silling and Askari 2005) the only constant of 
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Equation (4.32) is calibrated by equating the energy of an isotropically extended 
plate determined via the classical theory and by the peridynamics theory of 
mechanics. Depending on the dimensions of the problem, the coefficient yields 
different values (see Emmrich and Weckner 2007). In this case, the model has 
two parameters that need to be calibrated with respect to the values of the 
Young's modulus, and the Poisson ratio of classical mechanics. The proposed 
scheme for identifying the parameters is as follows. First, combining equations 
(4.33), (4.34), (4.38) and (4.39) yields 
KG =c(KG + mK~), (4.40 a) 
and 
(4.40 b) 
where the stiffness densities composed from the first and the second part of the 
micro-modulus function are given as K~, KG' K~ and KQ (see B.l). Second, 
solving a simple static problem using classical mechanics and equating the nodal 
displacements with the displacements given by the basis expansion of equation 
(4.25) and (4.26) yields the set of the expansion coefficients denoted as ~ etc, 
and for the static case utilizing the following equation 
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----
all 
----
LKGi+mLK~i LKQi +mLK~i d\l [~ ~] =[~l i i j j LQ/ (4.41) 0 a2l 
j ........... 
d21 
yields 
~l 
----
LKGi+mLK~i LKQi+mLK~i d\l [c; ~] -m=[~l i i j j LQ/ 0 a21 
j ........... 
d2l 
(4.42) 
Note that LKGi is the stiflhess density shown in Equation (4.33), and is a 
2Nx2N square matrix related to the g basis functions; LKQi is the stiflhess 
j 
density shown in Equation (4.34), and is a 2Nx2M rectangular matrix related to 
the q basis functions; and [~] is the 2Nxl loading vector that is applied on the 
static problem modeled via classical mechanics on top of a 2Mxl zero vector 
representing the regularization conditions. Equivalently, m LK~i and 
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m L K~i are the stiffness density matrices related to the g and q basis functions 
j 
constructed by the additional micro-modulus tensor shown in Equation (4.38). 
Obviously, Equation (4.42) has two parameters c, m which need to be determined 
A 
is such a manner that the error between the predetermined nodal forcing values b 
and the obtained ones is minimum. Thus, the error vector R is minimized in the 
Euclidean measure and finally the values c and m are obtained. Note that since the 
A ..-... 
predetermined forcing b, and the underlying coefficients all ' dll etc correspond 
to a certain pair of values for the Young's modulus E and Poisson ratio v, the 
obtained micro-modulus tensor of Equation (4.37) is compatible with this pair of 
values in the bond based peridynamics theory of mechanics. 
4.5.2 Calibrating the model using a 2-dimensional square plate 
A simple example is used next to obtain the coefficients of the above 
proposed model and demonstrate the effectiveness of the method. A plate under 
tensile stress is considered and is modeled by the FEM and the peridynamics 
formulation; the plate is of dimensions lcm x lcm and its Young's modulus is 
E=lN/cm2• The tension is of unitary amplitude cr=1 N/cm2, and the displacement 
obtained by the FEM model must match the ones obtained via the peridynamics 
theory. Figure (4.7) shows the equivalent modeling of the simple problem via the 
FEM and the peridynamics theory utilizing the Kansa collocation method. 
t f=(1 +2e)/2*0- t t b=lIe N/cm3 t 
10ml 4 E,v 
1cm 
'I L e 
1 2 
~t- "to ~t- "te. 
FE Model Peridynamic Model 
Figure 4.7. A simple 2D plate of unit thickness under tension ofa=lN/cm2, 
modeled via FEM and peridynamics using the Kansa collocation method. 
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The displacements given by the FE model are equated to the displacements given 
by the Kansa collocation method utilizing equation (4.27), and the expansion 
coefficients are obtained. Then, Equation (4.43) is solved multiple times for 
different ratio values m, for the actual nodal force densities and for an arbitrary c 
value 
all 
LKGi+mLK~i LKQi +mLK~i dll =H~l j j LQj T (4.43) 0 a21 
j 
d21 
Once the non linear relation of the ratio parameter m and the displacements has 
been established, the ratio value m can be obtained for a given Poisson ratio v. 
Then, since the ratio is fixed, the value c is calculated so that the displacements 
match the displacements given by the FEM model. 
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4.5.3 Numerical example 
For the example shown above in Figure (4.7) the displacements of the four 
nodes of the FEM method where obtained for a plate of E=lN/cm2 and various 
Poisson ratios from 0.25 to 0.5. It is obvious from the way the forcing function is 
constructed that the c coefficient depends linearly on the Young's modulus E and 
that the Poisson ratio depends non-linearly on the ratio m. The parameters of the 
peridynamics model are readily obtained after an example is solved for a specific 
value of c, and various values of the ratio m. The figure below shows the non 
linear relationship of the Poisson ratio versus the ratio value m. Note that the 
value of the Poisson ratio for m=O is in agreement with the value of the Cauchy 
crystal Poisson ratio v= 114. 
Poisson Ratio for Enhanced Micro-Modulus Tensor 
0.42 
0.4 
0.38 
0.36 
;> 
0 • .~ 0.34 X: 11 
0:: Y: 0 .3493 
c 
0 
(J) 0.32 (J) 
0 
CL 
0.3 
0.28 
0.26 
0.24 
0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100 
Ratio m=c1/c 
Figure 4.8. Poisson ratio versus the ratio value m for a 2D plate of unit thickness 
under tension of 0'=1 N/cm2, modeled via peridynamics by the Kansa collocation 
method. 
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Figure (4.9) shows the vertical displacement of the peridynamics model of the 
plate with respect to the coefficient c 
Vertical Deflections for Enhanced Micro-Modulus Tensor 
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Figure 4.9. Vertical deflection versus the ratio value m for a 2D plate of unit 
thickness under tension of a=1N/cm2, modeled via peridynamics by the Kansa 
collocation method. 
Figure (4.10) shows the surface of the micro-modulus tensor of equation (4.37) on 
Cartesian coordinates for specific values of the two parameters 
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Scaling function of the Tensor; c=1 .29N/cm 7 , m=11 corresponding to E=15N/Crrf and v=0 .35 
5 
4 
t---E 
u 3 
-z 
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-1 -1 
x (em) 
Figure 4.10. The scaling function of the micro-modulus tensor shown in equation 
(4.37) for specific values of the two parameters c, CI corresponding to E=15N/cm2 
and v=O.35 in classical mechanics. 
Note that a simple one parameter micro-modulus function would be a cylinder in 
space. 
It is seen that the parameter c determines the modulus E of the peridynamics 
formulation and thus the deflections on the direction of the stresses. The ratio m 
determines the Poisson ratio of the peridynamics model. Therefore, for a specific 
material of given E and v, the fitted parameters of the peridynamics model do not 
require the solution of a minimization problem. A simple linear example of a plate 
under uniform tension can be used and the deflections of the model can be plotted 
against the ratio values m for an arbitrary value c. Then, for the specific Poisson 
ratio value v the ratio m is obtained. Finally, the deflection of the peridynamics 
model is equated to the deflection of the classical mechanics model and the 
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coefficient c is obtained. Conceivably, simple plots such as Figures (4.8) and (4.9) 
can be used to obtain the coefficients of the peridynamics model for arbitrary 
values of E and v. To illustrate the proposed method, consider a 2 dimensional 
plate of unit thickness, Young's modulus E=15 N/cm2 and Poisson ratio v=0.35. 
Then for a simple tension cr=lN/cm2 the displacement in the direction of the 
loading is v=1I15 cm. From Figure (4.8) the ratio m=l1 for v=O.35, and from 
Figure (4.9) v=O.73cm. Therefore, for a compatible bond-based peridynamics 
micro-modulus tensor c=14.1N/cm7/0.73/15=1.29 N/cm7 and cl=ll * 1.29=14.17 
N/cm7• Figure (4.10) shows how the stiffness of the bonds changes with respect to 
their orientation. 
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Chapter 5 
Illustrative Examples 
5.1 Deterministic Case 
To illustrate the applicability of the proposed approach developed in 
chapter 4, a deterministic problem is considered. In this regard, a square 2-D plate 
of dimensions lcm x lcm and bulk modulus k=l N/cm2 under tensile stress is 
modeled via FEM and peridynamics theory. The tension is of unit amplitude 
a= 1 N/cm2 and the displacements obtained by the peridynamics theory are 
compared to the FEM displacements. Figure (5 .1) shows the equivalent modeling 
of this simple problem via the FEM and the proposed peridynamics theory 
involving the Kansa collocation method. 
t 0.5N 0.5 Nt t b=1/e N/cm3 t 
4 1cml 4 1cml K=1 
v=1/4 1cm 1cm 
E=312 L-~e 
1 2 1 2 
I ~'" FE Model tb 7;'" Peridynamics Model 'to 
Figure 5.1. A simple 20 plate of unit thickness under tension of a=lN/cm2, 
modeled via FEM and Peridynamics theory by the Kansa collocation method. 
For the FEM, the nodal forces are calculated using the stress applied on that edge. 
In the peridynamics theory, however, the nodal forces are force densities and 
b*e=a thus the force density simply depends on the additional layer thickness. 
The displacements given by the finite element model are compared to the ones 
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obtained from the proposed formulation in the Table (S.I) below; a layer of 
thickness e=(5/S is assumed for the numerical calculations. 
Peridynamics via Kansa Collocation Method 
Node ucm v cm E:X v 
1 -0.027 0.112 -0.160 0.237 
2 -0.187 0.112 
3 -0.026 0.787 E:y 
4 -0.187 0.787 0.674 
I 
FEM Displacements 
Node ucm vcm E:X v 
1 0 0 -0.167 0.250 
2 -0.167 0 
3 0 0.667 E:y 
4 -0 .167 0.667 0.667 
Table S.I. Comparison of displacements u,v, strains Ex, Ey and effective Poisson 
ratio v for a plate under uniform tension. 
As it can be seen in the Table (S.l) the effective Poisson ratio is approximately y,. 
as it should theoretically be according to the force-function used in (Silling 2000) 
and the herein formulation. Next, a cracked element is considered. Figure (S.2) 
shows a simple patch test used to verify displacements for a cracked square plate 
under tension. 
a 
I tITtttfttttft I'l l 
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Theoretical Model 
t b=1/e N/cm3 
4 1C~~ 
4* ?*.. I 
crack u 1 cm 
1* 2* e 
1 2 
t Peridynamics Model 
Figure S.2. A cracked square plate under uniform tension modeled via 
peridynamics theory and the Kansa collocation method. 
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The displacements of the analytical solution are given by the closed form 
equations in Fleming et all (1997) and yield 
(S.la) 
and 
(S.lb) 
Taking into account the symmetry of the loading, and transforming the coordinate 
system, the displacements of the two models are compared for the displacements 
u and v. The symbol k 1 stands for the first mode stress intensity factor, r is the 
distance from the center of the element, ~ stands for the shear modulus, e is the 
angle with respect to the initial crack, and k2 is a parameter depending on the 
Poisson ratio and the crack geometry. For the element in Figure (S.2) the 
theoretical displacements are compared to the results of the peridynamics 
formulation. However, the peridynamics results with this formulation were not 
accurate. A more accurate approximation of the displacements around the crack 
tip points is achieved by the enrichment of the basis functions q from Fleming et 
all (1997) with the basis 
q, =.r,: cos( ~} 
q, =.r,: Sin( ~). 
q, =.r,: sin ( ~}inB' 
(S.2a) 
(S.2b) 
(S.2.c) 
l30 
and 
(5.2d) 
The problem of obtaining the displacements around the crack tip was discussed in 
Fleming et all (1997); the derived results were accurate enough when the basis 
was expanded with the basis containing the near crack tip displacements. Thus, 
the linear functions q are enriched by an additional four basis functions for the 
crack tip. For the simple example shown in Figure (5.2), Table (5.2) summarizes 
the results for the comers of the square inside the element with side length 0.2cm. 
Peridynamics via Kansa 
Collocation Method 
Node* uem vem 
1 0.128 -0.31 
2 0.179 -0.078 
3 0.178 0.079 
4 0.126 0.31 
Theoretical Displacements 
Node* uem vem 
-
1 0.1354 0.3269 
-
2 01706 0.0707 
3 0.1706 0.0707 
4 0.1354 0.3269 
Table 5.2. Comparison of displacements u, v for a cracked plate under uniform 
tension. 
The numerical results obtained prior to the basis enrichment are omitted due to 
their poor accuracy. However, it is seen that the numerical results, after the basis 
enrichment are significantly better than the ones obtained without the basis 
enrichment. Further, there are persistent errors which must be addressed. The 
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horizon 0 that has been used in both examples is o=lcm and the solution of the 
first example remains constant for any 0 value less than 1 cm. The displacements 
obtained from the cracked domain appear to be dependent on the horizon length 
for values larger than 0=0.80cm, which is another issue that needs to be 
addressed. Integration over the horizon for the IMQ basis functions is achieved by 
implementing the 'visibility' criterion which is extensively described in Fleming 
et all (1997). That is, the crack interrupts the horizon and thus the values of the g 
basis functions beyond the crack line are set equal to zero. The same concept 
holds for all the q basis functions. 
5.2 Stochastic Peridynamics Theory 
5.2.1 Maximum energy release criterion 
The reliability of a structure including a crack or initiating a crack is 
considered in this section. Specifically, the probability of crack propagation and 
the direction in which the crack will propagate is of particular interest. For this, 
the position of the propagating or initiating fracture can be determined by the 
maximum energy release rate for brittle materials (see E.E. Gdoutos 1990). To 
obtain the energy release rate, the length of the crack propagation is pre-selected 
as oa and therefore points to be checked lay on the circular area given by the 
equation 
(COS;] ~test = ~c + 8a sin; (5.3) 
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for ¢ E [0, 27r ], where !test is the position of the potential next crack tip and 
!c is the position of the current crack tip. Since the points on the circle !test and 
the crack tip !c form potential fracture surfaces, the work of all the tensile bonds 
per unit area of potential fracture can be directly calculated by (see Silling and 
Askari 2005) 
GE = J J w(~z,~)dV'dz. (5.4) 
z v' 
In this equation z denotes the perpendicular distance of a point from the fractured 
surface and V' is the volume of integration. Figure (5.3) helps to elucidate the 
concept of the distance z and the volume of integration. For the linearized pair-
wise force-function, the work of a single bond yields 
(5.5) 
in conjunction with Equation (4.19) yields the energy per unit surface area ofa 2-
o plate with unit thickness 
(5.6) 
Further, Figure (5.3) helps visualize the concept of the bonds breaking and 
forming a cracked surface. Obviously, the energy per unit surface area depends on 
the initial crack tip, the angle cp, and the length bU, since the stretch s depends on 
these parameters. From the assumption of linear pair-wise force-function and 
small rigid body rotations shown in (B.3), the stretch of the bonds can be 
calculated by a form simpler than Equation (4.12). This form is 
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1 [U(X) - u(x + r)] 
s(!,r,O) = -[cosO sinO] - - -) , 
r v(!) - v(! + !.: 
(5.7) 
and Figure (4.2) helps to illustrate this concept. Next, combining Equations (5.7), 
(5.6), (5.3) and correlating the angles 0, <p and 0 through the simple equation 
1[/2-0+rp=O (5.8) 
yields 
t5 t5 (O+1f-sin -I (z I r) 
GE (8a,f/J,!J = J J J 1~(O,~,z,8a,f/J,!JI2 dOdrdz, (5.9) 
o Z (O+sin-I(zlr) 
where I~I is given for the linearized pair-wise force-function shown in (B.3) as 
(5.10) 
Naturally, the angle in which the tensile energy per unit area is the maximum can 
be chosen as the fracture propagation angle; see Gdoutos (1990). Further, in 
brittle materials the energy release is a measurable quantity and can be used in 
real applications as a threshold for fracture. Figure (5.3) can be used to clarify this 
concept; see also Silling and Askari (2005) 
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Figure 5.3 . The propagating fracture of length 8a at angle <p from the initial crack 
and the calculation of the energy release rate per unit of fractured area. 
5.2.2 Stochastic fracture on elastostatic peridynamics theory 
Having derived the energy release rate as a function of the crack tiP:!c' 
propagating crack length 8a and propagating crack angle <p, proceed to 
probabilistically identify the propagation angle. In this context, in classical 
mechanics, materials with random properties are modeled by expressing the 
Young' s modulus as a random process. However, in the peridynamics approach 
this must be modified. Obviously, each node is connected to a large number of 
points belonging in the node' s horizon. Thus, the random process which 
represents the micro-modulus of the bonds must depend both on the angle e and 
on the distance r in the polar coordinates system. Herein, the bond micro-modulus 
is treated as a random process depending only on the distance from the node r. 
Therefore, the micro-modulus coefficient c is a random process c(r,.9) where ,,9 
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is the random parameter. Further, the loading of the structure involves 
uncertainties which are specified in terms of a random variable. The probability 
density function (PDF) of the energy release rate GE given in Equation (5.9) must 
be calculated for the reliability of the crack propagation to be calculated. 
Naturally the PDF of the coefficients for the static case can be obtained by 
utilizing Equation (4.35), which yields 
all 
dll =[~:G: ~:0 r[:} a 2l 
d2l 
(5.11) 
Obviously, the above equation includes a random matrix inversion and a 
multiplication by a random forcing vector. In this context, Equation (5.10) 
combined with Equation (5.7) can be cast in the form 
(5.12) 
where a j = [a ... d] is the set of the random coefficients, and 
deterministic functions which depend on the angle cp and the length 00.. Clearly, 
(5.13) 
l36 
where l>i. In this case, the probability density function (PDF) of the energy 
release at a given orientation can be determined by combining Equation (5.l3) 
and (5.9) and yields 
t5 t5 tp+1f-sin-1(zlr) 
GE(tJa,t/J,xJ = f f f [PI (O,r,z)2 
o z tp+sin-1(zlr) 
t5 t5 tp+1f-sin-1(zl r) 
+2 f f f [PIP2(O,r,z) 
o z tp+sin-1(zlr) 
(5.14) 
Equation (5.14) involves a summation of products of deterministic coefficients 
multiplied by random variables and yields the energy release rate for a given 
probable fracture surface. Having samples of the random variables, leads to the 
determination of the energy release rate PDF for any direction of propagation and 
length since the deterministic coefficients depend only on <p, Ba and :!c' 
Assuming now that the micro-modulus function is of the form of Equation (4.31), 
the coefficient C of Equation (4.15) can be taken as a random process such as 
- " 
c(r, 9) = Co + c(r, 9), (5.15) 
where Co is the mean value. 
The calculation of the stiffness density from Equations (4.33) and (4.34) involves 
integration over the horizon B. In this context, the random process can be 
represented by the Karhunen-Loeve expansion in a manner described extensively 
in stochastic finite element methods (SFEM) in Ghanem and Spanos (1991). In 
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this study, the Monte Carlo Simulations (MCS) technique is adopted for the 
determination of the energy PDF, and thus, the random process shown in 
Equation (5.15) is sampled for the construction ofthe stiffuess density. Due to the 
computational demand of the Monte Carlo Simulations (MCS), only the static 
case with initial fracture inside the domain is addressed in this study. In this 
context, Equation (5.11), which involves the inversion of a random matrix, is 
obtained using the inverse Neumann expansion used in SFEM (Ghanem and 
Spanos 1991). This yields 
(5.16) 
where Ne is the order of the Neumann expansion, KG' KQ is the average 
stiffness density corresponding to the mean value of the random field, andKG , 
KQ is the stiffness density corresponding to the zero mean random field. Note 
that a quite large sample of the coefficients must be calculated by pertinent Monte 
Carlo simulations for the PDF of the energy release rate to be available for all 
lengths and angles of the crack propagation. 
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5.2.3 Monte Carlo Application 
For the example shown in Figure 10 with initial crack of 2mm in the 
middle of the domain, 8a= lmm, the PDF of the energy release rate at angles <p=n 
and <p=3nI4 is calculated by extensive Monte Carlo simulations of Equations 
(5.13) and (5.16). Gaussian white noise is used for the random process describing 
the micro-modulus coefficient c with mean value obtained from equation (4.16) 
for bulk modulus k=lN/cm2• The horizon is discretized using 100 points, and thus 
100 identical independent Gaussian random variables are considered. The 
inversion of the random matrix is obtained by a 4th order Neumann expansion and 
the loading is perturbed by an additional white Gaussian noise with standard 
deviation 20% of the mean value which is taken to be equal to 1N/cm2• 
l 1 15cmt t J 
- - - I • • • • • • • • I 
- Initial crack 5cm 
• • • • I 
1 • • • • I 
- - - -} } f f } } 
Figure 5.4. A Scm x Scm plate under tension including an initial crack in the 
center. 
After a large enough sample of the coefficients is obtained by pertinent Monte 
Carlo Simulation (MCS) of equation (5.16), the probability density function of 
fracture in omni directional propagation orientations can be calculated by the 
deterministic integration of the coefficients of Equation (5 .14) for any angle <p, 
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propagation length 8a and initial crack tip point:!c. Figure (5.5) shows one 
realization of the random micro-modulus coefficient with standard deviation 
equal to 20% of the mean value shown in equation (5.15). Figure (5.6) 
summarizes the results for the two approaches. The state of the art mesh-free 
numerical method is considered in Silling and Askari, (2005). The grid used for 
the mesh-free numerical method is ~x=O.Olcm and thus 10201 nodes are used. 
The horizon 8=5~x and the force constant c is sampled from a Gaussian 
distribution. 
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Figure 5.5. Random micro-modulus coefficient spanning the horizon from 0 to 8. 
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Figure 5.6. The PDF of the energy release rate for the left crack tip point 
estimated by 6000 Monte Carlo simulations. 
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The probability density functions obtained from 6000 M.C. simulations using the 
two methods are in reasonable agreement. However, the difference of the 
probability density functions shown in Figure (5.6) is attributed to the fact that the 
methods do not produce identical results around the crack tip. Obviously, a finer 
grid of nodes will produce more accurate results for the Kansa collocation 
method. Further, for slightly different cracks inside the element the results deviate 
from the ones obtained by closed form solutions. A possible resolution of this 
issue involves the refinement of the grid by adding more nodes on the cracked 
element. However, in this thesis, the introduction of a novel spatial discretization 
for deterministic/stochastic peridynamics modeling is the primary concern, and 
further work is warranted towards the direction of specifically describing the 
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enrichment efficiency vis a vis the node refinement. In this model, node 
refinement is not considered due to the nature and simplicity of the numerical 
example, and due to the fact that the enrichment of the q basis (see Fleming et all 
1997) provides quite accurate results for the specific example. However, for more 
elaborate cracks and medium shapes, node refinement is the most convenient 
option to achieve accuracy at the expense of additional computation cost. 
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Chapter 6 
Stochastic Meshless Perspective 
6.1 Introduction 
In many respects, the finite element method (FEM) revolutionized the field 
of applied mechanics and the manner in which solutions of ordinary and partial 
differential equations are obtained. The finite element method is used in diverse 
areas of engineering and applied mathematics and it has evolved into a powerful 
computational tool that can treat static/dynamic and linear/nonlinear problems. Of 
course, there are two major challenges in dealing with the FEM. First, the domain 
of the differential equation must be discretized in smaller parts, and usually the 
more refined the discretization is the better the solution becomes. Further, in many 
problems the meshing of the domain is a much more copious step of the method 
vis a vis the solution steps of the problem. Second, once the domain is discretized 
and the solution is obtained at the nodes, displacements and derivatives inside the 
discretized domain are obtained from the shape functions and the nodal 
displacements. However, at the boundary of two adjacent elements between two 
nodes some measures can be discontinuous from one element to the other. These 
two major challenges have been addressed in the formulation of meshless 
techniques in the pioneering work of Belytschko et all (1994), where the element 
free Galerkin approach is introduced and the shape functions are spanning the 
entire domain (see Cyron et all 2010). Specifically, the nodes are distributed 
inside the domain at the points of interest. This formulation leads to an equivalent 
stiffness matrix of the degrees of freedom represented by the nodes and 
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circumvents the laborious meshing of the domain. From then on, an extensive and 
rich literature can be found in meshless techniques. In Rao and Rahman (2001) the 
same technique has been applied in fracture and crack propagation and has been 
correlated with the well established FEM. Due to this formulation the domain can 
be treated partly as FE and partly as mesh free. In Belytschko et all (2000) the 
dynamic fracture of concrete has been considered. In Ponthot and Belytschko 
(1998) the Arbitrary Lagrangian-Eulerean (ALE) formulation was used, and has 
allowed the nodes to be continuously relocated and thus, providing enhanced 
performance for crack propagation problems. Besides the Galerkin approach, 
problems involving differential equations can also be solved by collocation 
methods. However, before proceeding to the collocation method used herein, the 
ongoing research of stochastic mesh free methods is briefly reviewed. 
As the concept of the FE method was expanded to deal with stochastic 
material properties and stochastic excitations, the mesh free formulation was 
expanded to deal with probabilistic mechanics and reliability. In the FE method a 
spectral approach of the stochastic counterpart has been introduced in the work by 
(Spanos and Ghanem 1989, Ghanem and Spanos 1990). In this work, the random 
field was discretized using the Karhunen-Loeve expansion and the random 
variables that are introduced by this decomposition where projected on the 
homogeneous polynomial chaos. Other innovative work has been done in this 
field by (Vanmarcke and Grigoriu 1983, Der Kiureghian and Liu 1986, Deodatis 
1991). Further, in the mesh free formulations, the stochastic counterpart has been 
introduced in Rahman and Rao (2001) for solving linear elastic problems with 
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stochastic material properties. In (Rao and Rahman 2002, Rahman and Rao 2002) 
the stochastic mesh free Galerkin based method has been applied in fracture 
mechanics, and in (Rao and Rahman 2003; Arun et all 2010) the mesh free 
Galerkin based method has been applied in elastic-plastic cracked structures. 
Specifically, the statistics of the response in the first two papers have been 
obtained by the perturbation method. This limits the quality of the solution near 
the expansion points. In the rest, the first order reliability method (FORM) has 
been used. In the stochastic mesh free methods the statistics of the response are 
obtained by inverting a stochastic matrix. This task poses non trivial numerical 
challenges. Due to this difficulty, in this section the linear elastic problem with 
stochastic material properties is revisited. Using the Kansa mesh free collocation 
method, the random field is sampled at the collocation points and yields known 
random variables at the nodes (see Kansa 1981; Kansa 1990; Xiao et all 2005; 
Kansa and Hon 2000; Kansa et all 2004, 2009; Sharan et all 1997). This 
formulation leads to a number of correlated random variables equal to the number 
of the collocation points. In contrast, the Karhunen-Loeve expansion of the 
random field would derive a smaller number of uncorrelated random variables 
independent from the collocation points. 
Kansa (1990) in two consecutive papers introduced a quite powerful 
enhanced multi-quadrics scheme that has been initially developed for spatial 
approximations. In this context, first a grid of points has been used inside the 
domain of the differential equation. Second, a set of radial basis functions that can 
represent any kind of surfaces and bodies in arbitrary dimensions has been used. 
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These multi-quadric functions are continuously differentiable and integrable, and 
thus they are quite good for capturing arbitrary order derivatives inside a domain. 
Further, the Arbitrary Lagrangian-Eulerean (ALE) remapping scheme is available 
as it is in all the preceding described techniques. Next, the multi-quadrics radial 
basis functions are used as interpolation functions and the solution is obtained in 
terms of displacements on the collocation nodes. Note that, the critical concept of 
this collocation method comes related to another sequence of pioneering 
publications. Hardy (1975), used the multi-quadric approach to resolve mapping 
problems in topography, Tarwater (1985) used multi-quadrics as a scattered data 
interpolation technique and Michelli (1986) investigated the numerical 
conditioning of the matrices used in these approximations. In his second paper 
Kansa (1990) solved several parabolic, hyperbolic and elliptic partial differential 
equations with remarkable accuracy showing how powerful this approach can be. 
In fact, in Franke and Schaback (1998) the convergence order estimates of the 
radial basis functions have been rigorously presented. 
In the preceding context, for structural problems with stochastic material 
properties the formulation of an equivalent stochastic stiffitess matrix is achieved 
by the use ofthe mesh free Kansa collocation method. Further, due to this specific 
formulation the random matrix can be decomposed as a product of a diagonal 
random matrix with a full deterministic matrix. Note that the diagonal stochastic 
matrix is significantly easier to invert than a full matrix. Therefore, the initial 
system is transformed into an equivalent deterministic system under stochastic 
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excitation. Utilizing linear algebra and probability theory, the joint probability 
function ofthe nodal displacements can be computed. 
6.2 Mesh-free Kansa Collocation Method 
Linear elastic structures operating under static excitation are considered 
herein. Proceeding to implement the Kansa mesh free collocation method, a series 
of nodes is distributed inside the domain forming a grid of points. Next, for 
simplicity consider the solution of a I-dimensional differential equation as a 
function u(x), where x is the position in the 1 dimension space. The method 
involves approximating the solution function u(x) by a linear combination of 
radial basis functions f and appropriate auxiliary functions q. Note that the 
functions q must be compatible with the essential boundary conditions. Next, for a 
set of N = L / Lli+ 1 equally spaced grid points of distance 8X, the approximation 
can be cast in the form 
N M 
u(x) = Lbkh(X) + Lyjqj(x). (6.1) 
k=l j=l 
In this equation, the multi-quadrics radial basis functions are used, as defined by 
Kansa (1990) 
(6.2) 
where the distance r is a fictitious distance regulating the shape of the basis, M is 
the number of the additional arbitrary functions, k is the number of the grid point; 
and b, yare the unknown expansion coefficients. Large values of the r coefficient 
contribute to smoother shapes and provide quite accurate approximations of flat 
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and slowly varying solutions (Kansa 1990). On the contrary, small coefficients 
represent sharper shapes and are particularly good for peaks and steep slopes 
(Kansa 1990). Proceeding, the pth order derivative of the displacements can be 
approximated using Equation (6.1) as 
8 Pu(x) N 8P J; (x) M 8Pq . (x) -~="b k +"r 1 • axp ~ k 8xP ~ j a,,,..p 
k-I 1-1""" 
(6.3) 
Equation (6.1) discretized on the grid yields the matrix form equation 
u(O) 10(0) fN(O) %(0) ... bo 
u(~) Io(~) fN(~) qo(~) ... ... , (6.4) 
bN 
0 %(0) %(~) %(2~) 0 0 Yo 
0 0 0 ... 
the last M rows represent the regularization equations of the coefficients which 
state that 
N 
Lq/xk)bk = 0 for j=l. .. M. 
k=l 
Next, Equation (6.4) can be cast in the following simpler matrix form 
[U(X)] = [f(X) q(X)][b]. o qT (x) 0 Y 
Thus, 
[bet)] [u(X,t)] = [f(x) q(x)] . y(t) 
(6.5) 
(6.6) 
(6.7) 
The above equation is the basis upon which the solution of the differential 
equation can be built. Any linear operator Lx applied on the displacements is 
applied on the expansion functions and is given by the equation 
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(6.8) 
where the linear operator Lx{.} expresses the formulation of the governing 
differential equation in the space domain. 
6.3 Random Field 
Since the finite element method is not used, there is no need of integration 
in the domain, and therefore no immediate need to decompose the random 
process. Using this collocation method allows imposing the governing differential 
equation only at the collocation points and then interpolation is used for the 
solution in between the points. Therefore, instead of choosing nodes to 
approximate the random field and nodes of the grid to build the solutions on, the 
same grid points can be used for both. Each fixed node of the grid constitutes a 
random variable of the random process with fully known probability distribution 
function. Therefore, the linear operator will operate on the deterministic grid 
points with correlated random variables of known characteristics. It will be seen 
that the governing differential equation on the collocation points can be 
represented as a product of a random diagonal matrix with a full deterministic 
matrix. Obviously, for non-correlated random variables on the diagonal which 
correspond to white noise processes, no decomposition of the random field is 
necessary. However, for correlated random variables on the diagonal the moments 
are quite copiously obtained, and thus the random process is expanded on the 
homogenous polynomial chaos. Next, the moments can be readily obtained 
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through the Neumann expansion (Spanos and Ghanem 1989, Ghanem and Spanos 
1990, Ghanem and Spanos 1993). Further, due to this formulation the stochastic 
matrix remains diagonal and its Neumann expansion is significantly easier to 
obtain than any other formulation such as (Spanos and Ghanem 1989, Rahman 
and Rao 1991, Rahman and Rao 2001) where the stochastic matrix is a full NxN 
matrix where N is the number of nodes. 
6.4 Linear Static Response 
For the case of static excitation, consider a typical elastic problem in the 
2D domain n. The associated differential equation with the natural and essential 
boundary conditions is of the form 
v 0" - S = 0 in n, 
0" . n = ton f(, 
and 
u=uonfu. 
(6.9a) 
(6.9b) 
(6.9c) 
In this equation () is the stress vector, s is the force vector, n in the unit normal to 
the domain of the partial differential equation, (, ~ are the traction and 
displacement field of the natural f t and essential f u boundary conditions, 
and V = (a I ax!, a I ax2 ) is the gradient operator. For this equation to be solved one 
needs the second set of equations 
O"=De (6.10a) 
and 
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E=VU, (6. lOb) 
where D denotes the material properties matrix and E the strain vector. Assuming 
now that the material property matrix D can be represented as the product of a 
random process multiplied by a proper deterministic matrix, and substituting the 
set of Equation (6.10) into the set (6.9), yields 
V(D(Vu))-S=O inQ, (6. 11 a) 
and 
U =uon Iu. (6.11b) 
Note that in the above set of equations the gradient is applied on the random 
process D. Therefore, with any other formulation, one needs to employ the 
Karhunen-Loeve expansion of the random process and to differentiate the 
deterministic eigenfunctions with respect to x. In (Ghanem and Spanos 1990, 
Spanos and Ghanem 1989) the formulation of the finite elements method in 
stochastic regime was accomplished by applying the Karhunen-Loeve expansion 
of the random field. However, due to this collocation method the governing 
equation is imposed only on the collocation points and the random process 
denoted as D(9,x) is sampled at each point yielding one random variable for each 
collocation point. Obviously, these random variables can be correlated or 
uncorrelated depending on the random field. Having to solve the stochastic 
counterpart ofthe equation 
(6.12a) 
U=U onlu, (6.12b) 
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on the collocation points renders a series of advantages that can be exploited. 
Since the field of the displacements is approximated by the basis functions 
spanning the entire domain, the second order gradient of the displacements is 
applied on the expansion functions. Next, utilizing Equation (6.8) the governing 
equation can be cast in the form 
(6.13) 
where the linear operation operates on the shape functions and the governing 
equation is now formed in a matrix form. The method handles the boundary 
conditions by replacing the proper rows ofthe matrix and the entries of the forcing 
vector to account for any natural and essential boundary conditions. Next, the 
random process D(9,x) representing the random field is applied as a linear 
operator on the above equation. This, yields 
(6.14) 
where the f and q represent the matrix rows, and the random parameter 9 has been 
omitted for simplicity. Since the random variables are scaling the rows of the 
matrix, they can be grouped out of the matrix as a diagonal matrix. Therefore, 
Equation (6.14) becomes 
(6.15) 
where 
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(6.16) 
and the matrix Dm represents the stochastic diagonal matrix of correlated random 
variables. 
Multiplying both sides of Equation (6.16) by a combination of the inverse of the 
random matrix and the identity matrix yields 
(6.17) 
Note that, the matrix representing the stiffiless is a deterministic matrix, and the 
random matrix inverse is now applied at the loading. Inverting the deterministic 
matrix one obtains the coefficients band y 
(6.18a) 
where 
(6.18b) 
The gradients and the symbols f and q denote matrices built by the values that the 
gradients of the functions f and q attain on the collocation points. The above 
equation represents a well established problem, of a deterministic linear system 
under stochastic excitation and it is solved by carrying out the associated 
calculations. Unlike other meshless approaches and the finite elements method, 
the coefficients do not represent nodal displacements but rather coefficients of the 
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basis functions. Therefore, the displacements are obtained using Equation (6.18) 
in conjunction with Equation (6.7). In this context, the response ofa system with 
random properties is transformed into another equivalent system with 
deterministic properties under random excitation. However, the random excitation 
involves a non linear operation on the random properties of the system, and 
perhaps a closed formed solution can be obtained. Every random variable that 
appears in the diagonal of the Dm matrix has fully known probability density 
function and auto correlation function since it belongs to a fully known random 
process fixed at a specific point of the grid. Specifically, assume a joint 
probability distribution function of the random variables appearing in the diagonal 
ofthe matrix Dm. Then, the PDF ofthe vector of random variables is given as 
(6.19) 
The random vector of Equation (6.17) denotes the applied load y and yields 
(6.20) 
Further, the PDF of the random variables ~ is known, and the distribution of the 
inverse ofDm is sought. The general formula for the determination ofthe PDF ofa 
vector variable is used (Stark and Woods 2002) as follows 
(6.21) 
where the set of functions <Pi is 
s. ({Ji =_, 
Yi 
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(6.22) 
and the joint probability distribution of the vector random variable y is given by 
the equation 
(6.23) 
where (~)(j) IJI(j) denotes the value of the Jacobian and of the random variables at 
the poles of equation qJ • Clearly, the Jacobian yields 
~ 0 0 y/ 
IJI= 0 0 , (6.24) 
0 0 SN y/ 
and the roots of Equation (6.22) yield 
Yl - g(~) = 0 where g = rp-l . (6.25) 
Since the functions g and <P are the reciprocal of each other, there is one pole for 
every entry ofthe vector random variable thus Equation (6.23) yields 
(6.26) 
Having the joint probability function of the vector random variable acting as 
loads, Equation (6.17) is used to obtain the joint probability function of the 
displacement. Next, the same procedure is followed for the vector random 
variables y and the displacements are obtained by the equation 
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(6.27) 
where the matrix A is of dimensions NxN and is obtained by 
(6.28a) 
with 
(6.28b) 
and L{.} is the linear operator. The matrix A can be thought of as a flexibility 
matrix which is calculated once. Having the displacements in terms of the loading 
yields 
(6.29) 
where the g functions are the inner products of the rows of the matrix A with the 
vector random variable representing the loading y. Thus, 
_ N 
gj (Y"Y2'Y3"'"YN ) = LAgYr 
j=i 
(6.30) 
Since the matrix A is invertible, the columns of the matrix are linearly 
independent. Thus, the random variables will be functionally independent (Stark 
and Woods 2002) which guarantees only one pole for the functionsg. Therefore, 
the joint probability density function of the response is obtained as 
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J:,(u) = IJI~(Y), (6.31) 
where the Jacobian in this case is obtained by the equation 
--I --I 
Bg1 Bg1 
aul BUN 
J= (6.32) 
--I --I 
BgN BgN 
BU1 BUN 
Obviously, any order of moments can be obtained by integration of the joint 
probability function. However, it is clear that the calculations involve a 
mathematically intractable closed form solution. Therefore, the joint probability 
function is handled numerically. In this context, for the numerical evaluation of 
the statistics of the response there is no need for the calculation of the above joint 
probability functions. Having the PDF ofthe random variables, the statistics of the 
response u can be readily evaluated utilizing the joint probability function of the 
random variables at the nodes. In this regard, the mean displacement value of the 
ith degree of freedom of the system yields 
(6.33) 
where the g function is given in Equation (6.30) and E{.} denotes the operation 
of expectation. Therefore, combining Equation (6.30) with Equation (6.33) the 
expectation at the ith collocation point yields 
(6.34) 
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where Aij is the element ith row and jth column of the matrix A. Equivalently the 
variance ofthe same degree of freedom is obtained by the equations 
- -
E{(u j -uJ(u j -uJ}=E{u:}-E{uJ2 , (6.35) 
and 
(6.36) 
Combining Equation (6.36) with Equation (6.30) yields 
(6.37) 
Further developing the square one obtains 
(6.38) 
which is amenable to numerical treatment. Combining Equation (6.38), Equation 
(6.35) and Equation (6.34) yields the variance of the ith collocation point. 
Equivalently, higher order moments can be obtained in the same way. 
6.S Polynomial Chaos Approach 
Obviously, Equations (6.38) and (6.34) are quite demanding 
computationally when the random variables are correlated. Specifically, the 
numerical evaluation of the mean and variance becomes impractical due to the 
dimensionality curse. The approach followed by (Spanos and Ghanem 1989, 
Ghanem and Spanos 1993, Ghanem and Spanos 1990) seems to be a viable 
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technique especially with this formulation of the mesh free method. First, the 
random process describing the material properties can be expanded onto the 
homogenous polynomial chaos basis and then the inverse Neumann expansion can 
approximate the probability distribution of the response. Due to this mesh free 
approach the stochastic matrices are diagonal and, therefore, the Neumann 
expansion will consist of only diagonal matrices. For low orders of polynomial 
chaos expansion and Neumann expansion, the mean and the variance of the 
response can be readily obtained by estimating the mean and variance of the 
polynomial chaos functions and tabulating them for future use. In this context, 
expanding the random process yields 
_ m 
D(B,x) = D(B, x) + L'I'; (B)d; (x) , (6.39) 
;=1 
where D(O,x) is the mean value in order for the zero mean random process to be 
expanded on the polynomial chaos, 'Pi denotes the Hermite polynomials and di the 
deterministic eigenfunctions. Equation (6.15) now yields 
(6.40a) 
where 
(6.40b) 
and 
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d. =ldJ~~XO) ::: 
I,m 
o 0 
(6.40c) 
Next, utilizing the Neumann expansion for the inverse of the stochastic matrix 
yields 
(6.41) 
Since all the stochastic matrices at the right hand side of Equation (6.41) are 
diagonal, the inverse ofthe random variable at each coIlocation point XI yields 
(6.42) 
which can be directly used in conjunction with Equation (6.32) to obtain an 
approximation of the PDF of the response. The 1 st and 2nd order moments can be 
readily obtained utilizing the tabulated expectations of the Hermite polynomials 
(Spanos and Ghanem 1989; Ghanem and Spanos 1993). 
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6.6 Euler-Bernoulli Beam Under Distributed Load and Stochastic Material 
Properties 
6.6.1 Preliminary results 
In this section the solution of an Euler-Bernoulli beam, of length L, 
derived by the proposed approach is presented with distributed load and stochastic 
material properties. First, the differential equation ofthe beam is given as 
(6.43) 
and 
flM(x) __ () 
2 - P x , ox 
(6.44) 
-
where M(x) denotes the moment of the beam at the point x, E the Young's 
modulus, I the moment of inertia, and p(x) the distributed load. Next, combining 
the above equations and samples the random field on the collocation points yields 
=p(x) (6.45) 
where Xj is the position ofthe node. Equation (6.45) can be cast in vector form 
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Further, utilizing Equation (6.15), Equation (6.46) yields 
o [a4 a4 1  -/ -q [bJ' ax4 ax4 
o Tor 
A q 
(6.47) 
I 
" 
where I denotes the identity matrix of MxM dimensions. The fourth derivative of 
the Multi Quadrics radial basis functions is obtained from Equation (6.3) as 
(6.48) 
For the q functions, sinusoids are assumed compatible with the boundary 
conditions. Thus, for a clumped beam these functions can be chosen as 
. (k + l)Ji qk(X) = sm( x). 
L 
(6.49) 
Then, the fourth derivative becomes 
04 () _ (k + 1)Jl")4 . «k + 1)Jl" ) 
-4qk X - sm x· 
AX L L 
(6.50) 
In the matrix of Equation (6.14) the boundary conditions must be implemented as 
defined in (Kansa 1990). Therefore, at the clumped bar the moments at the ends 
need to be zero, and thus Equation (6.14) uses the second derivative. Obviously 
from Equation (6.3) the second order derivative yields 
(6.51) 
and the second order derivative of q yields 
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a2 () (k + 1)/l")2 . (k + 1)/l" ) 
-qk X = sm x . 
aX2 L L 
(6.52) 
Utilizing the formulation of the matrix form with the initial conditions embedded 
yields 
u(O) 10(0) qo(O) bo 
a2 a2 a2 bl 
-2U(0) ax21o (0) ax2 qo(O) (6.53) ax 
a4 a4 a4 bN 
-4 u(2d.x) 
-41o(2d.x) -4 %(2d.x) 
ax ax ax Yo 
It is obvious from the above equation that the first and last 2 nodal displacements 
have been used to satisfy the boundary conditions, and thus from the specific 
formulation the displacements of the 2nd and N-l node can not be computed 
readily. However, having the coefficients band y one can calculate these 
displacements subsequently. Also note that the forcing vector must change at the 
first and last two entries to accommodate the boundary conditions; its values at 
these specific entries must be set equal to zero. The problem now can be cast in 
the form 
(6.54) 
where 
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10(0) IN (0) 
82 82 
F= 
8x2!o(0) 8X2IN (0) 
(6.55) 
84 84 
8x4!o(0) 8X4IN (0) 
qo(O) qM(O) 
82 82 
Q= 
8X2 qo(O) 8X2 qM (0) 
(6.56) 
84 a4 
, 
aX4 qo(O) aX4 qM (0) 
and 
(6.57) 
with the loading s given in the vector form by 
(6.58) 
6.6.2 Random material properties modeled as Gaussian white noise 
An Euler-Bernoulli beam oflength L=lO meters with the material property 
ill being a random process constructed by a mean value fl= 1 OOON/m2 over the 
entire length of the beam and an additional white noise of variance (J. The 
functions q are chosen as 
%(x)=l, (6.59a) 
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(6.S9b) 
(6.S9c) 
(6.S9d) 
and dx=O.OS meters which leads to N=20 1 nodes on the beam of which the 
displacements of the 199 are readily obtained from the above formulation . Next, 
two cases are considered in this section, first the beam is simply supported at the 
two ends, and secondly the beam is fixed on a solid wall creating a cantilever; 
Figure 1 shows the configuration. The loading in both cases is a distributed load of 
unitary amplitude. 
L=10m--------~.~ 
L=10m--------~.~ 
Figure 6.1. A simply supported and a cantilever Euler-Bernoulli beam under 
distributed loading of unitary amplitude. 
Figures (6.2), (6.3), (6.4) and (6.S) show the mean value and the standard 
deviation at the collocation points for the two cases of Figure (6.1). 
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Figure 6.2. Average displacement of the 201 nodes on a simply supported beam 
under unitary load and random material yroperties of ~= 1 000N/m2 and 
cr=200N/m. 
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Figure 6.4. Average displacement of the 201 nodes on a cantilever beam under 
unitary load and random material properties of J.l=500 N/m2 and cr=50 N/m2• 
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random material properties of J.l=500 N/m2 and cr=50 N/m2• 
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6.6.3 Random material properties modeled as non stationary random process 
made of 4th order polynomial chaos basis functions 
For illustration purposes the polynomial chaos expansion ofthe 4th order is 
used. The Neumann expansion is truncated at the 3rd order, and therefore the 
expectations of the polynomials can be calculated fairly easily using a symbolic 
toolbox such as Mathematica. The expectations E { 'I' j ((}) 'I' j ((}) 'I' k ((}) } are 
calculated for ij and k such as i,j,k = O, ... ,4which have G)=l0 possible 
combinations. 
The idea comes from (Ghanem and Spanos 1993) where the expectations of the 
Hermite polynomials up to the fourth order where tabulated through the 
MACSYMA symbolic toolbox. Equivalently, the variance 
E {'I'j ((})'I' j ((})'I' k ((})'I'j\ ((})'I' jl ((})'I' kl (())} which has limited 
combinations since 5<6 is obtained. The random process is constructed from the 
polynomial chaos basis in order not to increase the error from the polynomial 
chaos expansion. Thus, the Hermite polynomials are used with a normalized 
Gaussian random variable for argument with zero mean and standard deviation 
one. Next, the space functions of Equation (6.39) are chosen to be 
d l (x) = sin(7l'x) , 
L 
(6.60a) 
(6.60b) 
d3 (x) = sin(3Jrx), L 
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(6.60c) 
(6.60d) 
(6.60e) 
where for this process, the mean value is set to Jl and is held constant over the 
entire domain x. Results are obtained for the tabulated polynomial chaos 
expectations of the 4th order and 3rd order Neumann expansion. Specifically, first 
the covariance function of the non stationary random process is shown in Figure 
(6.9) to describe the random process. 
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Figure 6.6. Covariance of the artificially built non stationary random process; 
i,j={ 1 .. N, 1 .. N}. 
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For the non stationary random field described by the covariance shown in Figure 
(6.6), the results for the mean value and standard deviation of the response for the 
examples shown in Figure (6.1) are shown in Figures (6.7), (6.8), (6.9) and (6.10). 
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Figure 6.8. Variance of the 201 nodes on a simply sUfPorted beam under unitary 
load and random material properties of ~=500 N/m and covariance shown in 
Figure (6.6). 
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Figure 6.10. Variance of the 201 nodes on a cantilever beam under unitary load 
and random material properties of Jl=500 N /m2 and covariance shown in Figure 
(6.6). 
Chapter 7 
Concluding Remarks 
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The main conclusions of this thesis are summarized herein. Future 
directions of expansion of the proposed concepts of each chapter are also 
discussed. 
In chapter 1, the concept of using fractional derivatives to model 
viscoelastic materials was introduced. Next, the frontier problem of modeling 
complex materials and specifically polyester ropes operating in service conditions 
was presented, and the importance of accurately capturing polyester's behavior 
was noted. Further, the concept of peridynamics modeling of fracture initiation 
and propagation was discussed and the main disadvantages of this approach were 
noted. In this context, numerical methods that have been developed to treat partial 
differential equations and integrodifferential equations arising from the 
peridynamics theory of mechanics were discussed. Specifically, the mesh-free 
Galerkin method and the radial basis function (RBF) collocation method were 
extensively studied. Also, the stochastic extension of the radial basis function 
(RBF) collocation method was considered for enhanced efficiency in treating 
stochastic partial differential equations. 
In chapter 2, viscoelastic models were introduced to capture the behavior 
of frequency dependent materials. Specifically the Maxwell, Kelvin-Voigt and 
Zener models were discussed in addition to their generalized counterparts that 
involve fractional derivative terms. Next, oscillatory systems were considered, 
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that incorporate viscoelastic elements governed by fractional derivatives. In this 
context, the benchmark numerical integration algorithm to integrate the governing 
fractional differential equation of motion in time was presented (see e.g. 
Podlubny, 1999) and a Newmark scheme was also presented to treat non linear 
restoring forces in the system (see Spanos and Evangelatos 2010). Further, an 
efficient determination of the response of single or multi -degree-of-freedom 
systems endowed with restoring terms governed by fractional derivatives was 
pursued. For this purpose the Grunwald-Letnikov representation of the fractional 
derivative was adopted; this representation involves several past terms of the 
process itself Thus, the numerical evaluation of fractional derivatives requires a 
high number of computations due to their memory effect. A modified Newmark 
algorithm that includes a correction on the excitation was used to numerically 
solve the equation. It was shown that a dual meshing technique in the time 
domain in conjunction with the Taylor expansion and the Grunwald-Letnikov 
fractional derivative representation yields an efficient extension of the Newmark 
time integration scheme for the determination of the response of non linear 
oscillators comprising fractional derivative terms. In this context, the governing 
equation of motion can be transformed into a second order differential equation 
using new effective values of mass, damping, and stiffness without any fractional 
terms involved. The effective values are calculated once by a vector representing 
the GL coefficients and the connectivity matrix representing the Taylor 
expansion. Next, this equation was solved for an excitation corrected by the 
contribution of few past terms. The new scheme has been used to obtain 
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simulation results for linear systems under seismic excitation which was validated 
by the solution derived by frequency domain techniques. Further, extensive 
numerical simulations were employed to provide a numerical proof of 
convergence of the proposed scheme. Further, the results of the newly proposed 
scheme were compared vis-Ii-vis the benchmark algorithm involving the truncated 
Grunwald-Letnikov representation and provided quite accurate results (see 
Spanos and Evangelatos 2009; Evangelatos and Spanos 2011). Future work 
relating to efficient numerical integration of fractional differential equations may 
utilize Pade approximants instead of Taylor expansion. Further, a rigorous 
mathematical identification of the error bounds and convergence order may be 
pursued for a more precise determination of the requisite value of the j parameter. 
This parameter relates the backward Taylor expansion and influences critically 
the accuracy ofthe developed numerical scheme. 
In chapter 3, a procedure was devised for utilizing iterative solutions of 
catenary equations to determine the effective length and modulus of elasticity of 
polyester mooring ropes in service conditions. For the determination of the 
modulus of elasticity of polyester the data acquired during the hurricane Katrina 
on 25th_28th of August 2005 were used. Next, the modulus was decomposed into a 
'static' part and a 'dynamic' part, and the recorded data, in conjunction to a 
mathematical model based on the catenary equations, allowed the determination 
of the solution of the two nonlinear equations with two unknowns. These 
unknowns were the initial length of the particular mooring line and the effective 
modulus of elasticity ofthe polyester rope under calm 'static' conditions. Further, 
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the devised mathematical model allowed the determination of an effective 
modulus of elasticity of the mooring line material under dynamic conditions. For 
this, the mathematical model was utilized in conjunction with data pertaining to 
the fairlead tension time histories to derive estimates of the underlying strains of 
the polyester ropes. Next, the tension and strain time histories were used to fit a 
non linear viscoelastic model. This model is a non linear extension of a Zener 
model and has good modeling capabilities due to the arbitrary order of fractional 
derivatives that incorporates. The non linear extension of the Zener model is of 
the polynomial kind, and the parameters of the model were obtained by a non 
linear regression method. The tension results obtained by the non linear 
viscoelastic model were compared vis a vis the actual tension calculated by 
utilizing the data and iteratively solving the catenary equations. Next, the 
proposed model results were found in a good agreement with pertinent 
experimental data. The fact that the model accurately captures the polyester 
behavior at the peak of the hurricane, where the maximum tension and 
displacement was recorded, supports the robustness of this model for further use 
in the design process of polyester mooring systems. Future work may focus on 
utilizing other kinds of models such as the Preisach hysteretic model and the 
Bouc-Wen model. Specifically, the Preisach hysteretic model is perhaps capable 
of capturing the highly complex hysteretic loops of polyester that are attributed to 
relaxation, creep, and frequency dependent phenomena. 
In chapter 4, the application of the peridynamics modeling on stochastic 
systems incorporating discontinuities was considered. Proceeding to this task, a 
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novel approach for the spatial discretization of the integrodifferential equation 
arising from the peridynamics theory that allows for stochastic extension was 
devised. This spatial discretization is based on the inverse multi-quadric (IMQ) 
radial basis functions (RBF) enriched with polynomials from the finite element 
method. Due to this formulation the stochastic problem can be solved in a manner 
similar to the one of stochastic finite element method, with some minor 
differences arising from the peridynamics stiffness density formulation. 
Following a path similar to the finite element method, the stiffuess density of each 
element surrounded by four nodes was constructed incorporating fracture inside. 
The discontinuity inside the element was handled by applying the 'visibility' 
criterion and by changing the integration limits in the polar coordinate system. 
After formulating the stiffness density of the healthy and cracked elements, the 
global stiffness density matrix on the collocation points was assembled and the 
system has become readily solvable (see Spanos and Evangelatos 2010; 
Evangelatos and Spanos 2011). 
Having established an effective spatial discretization of the governing 
equation, the strong limitation regarding the Poisson ratio of the bond-based 
peridynamics formulation was addressed. It is theoretically proven that the bond-
based peridynamics model with the simple forcing function yields a Cauchy 
crystal material with locked Poisson ratio of v=1I4. This limitation has been 
addressed by introducing an enhancement of the micro-modulus tensor such that, 
it allows the modeling of arbitrary Poisson ratio values. For this, a simple, 
symmetric, scaled sinusoidal function is added having an additional parameter c\. 
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Thus, it transforms the one parameter bond based micro-modulus into a two 
parameter model dependent on c and Cl. Further, this function is a positive 
symmetric function and, therefore, the derived 2nd order tensor remains 
symmetric. Obviously, the determination of these parameters is based on the 
values of the Young's modulus E and Poisson ratio v of the classical mechanics 
approach. It was shown, that the Young's modulus depends on a linear manner on 
the c parameter, and that the Poisson ratio depends on a non linear manner on the 
parameter Cl/C. Therefore, the proposed identification of the model parameters is 
based on solving a simple linear system for several ratios Cl/C and for a fixed 
arbitrary coefficient c. Upon identifying the non linear relationship of the Poisson 
ratio with respect to the ratio Cl/C, the deflection of the peridynamics model is 
equated to the deflections of the classical mechanics model and the second 
parameter c can be determined using its linear relationship. In this context, the 
coefficients are not obtained by the use of energy equations but rather by the use 
of a linear displacement field. Further, the herein devised micro-modulus tensor 
leads in a more complex micro-potential function which is intractable for analytic 
calculations. However, the energy potential of the bonds is not needed for the 
calibration of the parameters, and any use of this function for the determination of 
the energy release rate in the case of cracks can be obtained numerically. In this 
regard, extensive simulations were conducted for purely shear loads on a 
peridynamics element modeled by this approach, and the results did not capture 
the theoretical model results accurately. This can be partially attributed to the fact 
that, shear loading on a square element is a much more complex kind of loading 
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that applies tension in a diagonal direction, compression in the other diagonal 
direction, and shear combinations inside the element. Thus, the bond-based 
peridynamics approach must be extensively refined to accurately capture the 
deformation. Further, shear deformations implicitly impose rotations of the bonds 
and the linearized micro-potential tensor used herein is by definition deficient in 
capturing large rotations. 
In chapter 5, having derived an effective approach to circumvent the 
Poisson ratio limitation of the bond based peridynamic formulation in conjunction 
to a spatial discretization to treat the underlying integrodifferential equation, a 
crack inclusion was considered in the material. Since a continuous approximation 
is available for the displacements inside the domain, the energy release rate was 
calculated progressively around the crack tip. Therefore, the notion that the crack 
propagates in such a way that the energy release rate attains its maximum value 
was adopted. For systems with random material properties under random 
excitations the PDF of the energy release rate was obtained by Monte Carlo 
simulations of the requisite Neumann expansion. Further, having the PDF of the 
energy release for the area around the crack tip determines whether the crack 
propagates, and in which direction with respect to the initial crack surface. Note 
that this is the first work correlating the peridynamics formulation with reliability 
of failure. Specifically, stochastic fracture propagation and stochastic response of 
systems modeled utilizing the peridynamics formulation was presented and 
pertinent results demonstrated the effectiveness of the proposed approach (see 
Evangelatos and Spanos 2010). Further, it is the first work to utilize a micro-
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modulus tensor enhancement to circumvent the Poisson ratio restriction arising in 
bond-based peridynamics formulation. It is pointed out that the alternative 
formulation (see e.g. Silling et all, 2007) is based on non ordinary peridynamics 
states, and thus, it is fundamentally different from the bond-based concept. 
Future work on this area may focus on applying the proposed tensor 
enhancement on the non linearized peridynamics micro-modulus tensor for 
modeling purely shear loading. Further, substituting the spring-kind potential of 
the bonds by a Lennard-lones potential yields readily molecular dynamics 
formulations (see e.g. Kalinichev and Kirkpatrick 2002; Huang et all 2011) and, 
thus, many possibilities in capturing micro cracks and fracture propagation in the 
nano-scale arise. Specifically, the application of the peridynamics formulation in 
concrete fracture may be of considerable research interest. Concrete is a non 
homogeneous material and its fracture behavior is significantly different than that 
of fatigued steels and ceramics. Specifically, for concrete, two parameters are 
required to predict fracture, the energy release rate GF originating from Griffith's 
criterion, and the cohesive crack energy release rate Gf (see Bazant and Giraudon 
2002; Bazant and Novak 2000). Accurate calculation of the Griffith's energy 
release rate is feasible by the peridynamics formulation. However, the energy 
from the cohesive cracks has not been considered thus far. In this regard, future 
applications may focus on modifications of the current bond based peridynamic 
formulation to accurately capture non homogeneous materials and concrete, III 
particular. 
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In chapter 6, the linear elastic response of structures under deterministic 
loading with stochastic material properties was considered. For this purpose, the 
Kansa mesh free collocation method of multi-quadrics (MQ) radial basis 
functions (RBF) was used to obtain the solution of the governing differential 
equation. In this context, a set of grid points is distributed inside the domain, and 
the solution is represented by the radial basis functions (RBF). Next, the 
stochastic material properties were assumed to constitute a random field spanning 
the domain of the differential equation, and have been sampled at the nodes as 
fully known random variables. In this regard, it was shown that the random matrix 
resulting from this formulation has a clearly described pattern. The jointly 
distributed random variables are scaling the rows of a deterministic matrix. Thus, 
the random matrix can be obtained as a product of a random diagonal matrix 
multiplied by a full deterministic matrix (see Evangelatos and Spanos 2010). 
Since, a random diagonal matrix can be readily inverted by inverting the elements 
on the diagonal, the problem yields a deterministic system under stochastic 
excitation. Having the fully known probability function of the random variables at 
the diagonal of the random matrix, the probability density function of the inverse 
can be obtained in a closed form solution. Even though the closed form solutions 
exist, these solutions for correlated random variables become intractable and even 
a numerical evaluation can become quite laborious. For this reason, the 
polynomial chaos expansion was used to decompose each random variable onto 
the orthogonal space created by the Hermite polynomials. Next, the Neumann 
series expansion was used to obtain the inverse of the diagonal stochastic matrix. 
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Thus the probability density function (PDF) of the response can be obtained by 
Monte Carlo simulations. Due to the diagonal stochastic matrices, the Neumann 
series expansion yields only diagonal matrices. Therefore, the calculations can be 
conducted with drastically reduced computational cost. Note that, to the stochastic 
meshless via the Galerkin approach, and to the stochastic finite elements method 
(SFEM) the stochastic matrices are full NxN matrices that ultimately must be 
inverted. Further, for the mean and standard deviation of the response, the 
expectations of the polynomial chaos functions can be calculated and tabulated 
once using their known properties. After this is done for a relatively low order of 
polynomial chaos and Neumann series expansions the mean and variance of any 
system can be obtained readily using the tabulated 1 st and 2nd order moments of 
the Hermite polynomials (see Ghanem and Spanos 1991, Evangelatos and Spanos 
2010). The effectiveness of the herein proposed approach was demonstrated by 
comparing the obtained results with pertinent Monte Carlo simulations. 
The binding element of the developments of this thesis has been the 
objective of addressing non-locality and randomness features in mechanics 
problems in a somewhat integrated format. Clearly, the tools of fractional 
derivatives and peridynamics horizons are viable options which deserve 
additional attention. In a somewhat similar context, the versatility of the family of 
radial basis functions should be more addressed as they afford to circumvent the 
strict locality of traditional finite elements and have global support over the 
solution space; this comment is applicable both for deterministic and stochastic 
formulations. 
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Appendices 
Appendix A: Offshore Platform Anchored by Polyester Mooring Lines 
A.1: Latin symbols 
BS: Breaking strength of polyester rope (4261 Kips) 
De: Estimated depth from the platform to the anchoring point of the multi-
component line 
Dr: Actual or 'real' depth from the platform to the anchoring point of the multi-
component line 
g: Gravitational acceleration 
Lo: The zero stress length of all the polyester segments installed in a multi-
component line after the initial construction stretch has been released 
Pk: Search direction towards the minimum of the Gauss Newton minimization 
algorithm at the kth step 
R: Error vector of the end tip point of the multi-component line in a 2D Cartesian 
coordinate system aligned with the underlying 2D plane of the multi-component 
line 
rx: Rotation around the x axis (pitch) 
ry: Rotation around the y axis (roll) 
rz : Rotation around the z axis (yaw) 
s: Integration variable for the length of a polyester segment 
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Se: Estimated horizontal distance from the platform to the anchoring point of the 
multi-component line 
S : Actual or 'real' horizontal distance from the platform to the anchoring point 
r 
of the multi-component line 
T: Tension at a given point of the line 
T': Tension at a given point of the line after the water pressure force is subtracted 
w: Submerged weight of polyester rope of unitary length 
x: Integration variable of the horizontal distance from the platform to the 
anchoring point ofthe multi-component line 
z: Integration variable of the depth from the platform to the anchoring point of the 
multi-component line 
A.2: Greek symbols 
EA: Product of Young modulus with the cross section area of the polyester rope 
<p: Angle of the normal vector of the cross section area of the polyester rope with 
respect to the horizontal line 
(Jj: Initial angle of the ith polyester segment 
p: Water density 
'x: Translation along the x axis (surge) 
'y: Translation along the y axis (sway) 
'z : Translation along the z axis (heave) 
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A.3: Definitions 
Catenary: is the theoretical shape of a hanging chain assuming that it is supported 
from its two ends while its own weight alone is acting as a force 
Connector: Metallic connecting device that connects polyester rope with another 
rope or a chain 
Chain Jacks: Metal wheels in which the chain is wrapped around and locked at 
the one end 
Fairleads: A device to guide a line, rope or cable around an object or stop it from 
moving laterally 
Fairlead centerline: The center of an imaginary circle that has all the fairlead 
points on its circumference 
Hull: is the watertight body of a ship or a vessel 
Mooring line: The anchoring line that comprises several polyester ropes, chains 
and connectors 
Northings-Eastings: is the output of a GPS and it is the geographic Cartesian 
coordinates of a point on the earth 
A.4: Fairlead motion translations 
The GPS system is placed in an elevated known position on the platform 
and provides 'Northings' and 'Eastings'. Angular data are also provided by 
equipment on board (pitch, roll, yaw). Figure (A. I ) shows the 3 degrees of 
freedom corresponding to translations (surge, sway and heave) and 3 degrees of 
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freedom corresponding to rotations (pitch, roll and yaw) and their orientation in a 
global axis system 
TX 
x 
rz 
z 
TZ 
Figure A.I. The 6 degrees of freedom of a vessel and their orientation, the X and 
Y axis are lying at the sea level with the Z axis rising up perpendicular to the sea. 
Initially from the GPS antenna one can calculate the 'Northings ' and ' Eastings' at 
the fairlead center line from Equation (A. 1 ) 
('xJ = lc~s(rz ) ' y SIner ) GPS z -Sin(rz)][Northings *] _ [s~(rX )Jh cos(rz ) Eastings * sIn(ry) (A.I) 
where h is the relative height of the antenna with respect to the fairlead center 
line. 
Accelerometers provide the surge sway and heave acceleration and can be 
integrated twice and be translated to the fairlead center line. That is, 
[~ ] = fJ ' x [ cos(r.l -sin(rz ) m~ 0 o ][ cos(ry) 0 -sin(ry ) ] ' y t 2 + Sin~rz ) cos(rz) cos(rx) -sin(rx) 0 1 o rp 0 sin(rx) cos(rx) sin(~y ) 0 cos(ry) 
' z 
(A.2) 
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-+-
where, the vector rp is the relative position ofthe fairlead centerline with respect 
to the accelerometers' position. Integration in time can be done in the frequency 
domain using multiplication. The translations are obtained from the fidelity region 
of each instrument and yield 
(A.3) 
where F denotes the Fourier transform. lac is the given frequency up to which the 
GPS provides accurate measurements and beyond that value accelerometers are 
considered more accurate. Thus, 
(AA) 
Equation (AA) provides the fused Fourier transform of the surge sway and heave 
and is given in terms ofthe inverse Fourier transform. Fairlead displacements can 
-+-
be obtained from Equation (A.2) using the appropriate rp vector corresponding 
to each fairlead with respect to the fairlead centerline. 
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Appendix B: Spatial Discretization of Partial Integrodifferential Equations 
(PIDE) Using Radial Basis Functions (RBF) 
B.l: Numerical integration for stiffness determination 
For elements that do not include fracture or any kind of discontinuity the 
integrations of Equation (4.33) are carried out by Gaussian quadrature using 2x2 
points. Figure (B. 1. 1 ) shows the Gaussian quadrature points. 
, (11 J),11 FJ) 
(-1,1) '1\ (1,1) 
II I 
--
-
I • 
(-1,-1) (1 ,-1 ) 
Gauss (-1/-13, -1 /.J3) Points (1/-13, -1 /.J3) 
Figure B.1.1 Gaussian quadrature of2x2 points of weight 1 
Integrating function f(r ,8) on a 2-D rectangular domain 
H = [81,82 ]X[fi ,r2 ] yields 
J 1 f (r , O)drd 8 = r2 - fj 82 - 81 J J f ( r2 - fj ; + r2 + fj , ° 2 - °1 B + ° 2 + 81 J d ;d B . 
'i ~ 2 2 - 1-1 2 2 2 2 
(B.1.1 ) 
Applying Gaussian quadrature of 2x2 points for the numerical integration of 
equation (B.1.1) yields 
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(B. 1.2) 
Next, for elements including fracture and discontinuity, numerical integration on a 
refined grid of points is needed. Figure (B.l.2) shows an example of a refined 
grid. 
Coarse grid for numerical integration 
\ 
r 
Fine grid for numerical integration 
J~ Contour of fracture / 
/ 
A • / r--..r--. ......... 
I'. / 
• V r\ • 
• B 
--
o 2n 8 
Figure B.l.2. Refined discretization for the numerical evaluation of the stiffness 
density of a fractured element 
HDrizDn 
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~z~ 
z1 z2 I 
~-x -~-----'----~ 
Figure B.l.3 Determination of the fractured contour of a cracked element 
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The accurate detennination of the fracture contour in polar coordinates is 
considered herein and specifically the detennination of the curve AB shown in 
Figure (B.l.2). For elucidation purposes consider an initial crack shown in Figure 
(B.1.3). Next, the position of the initial crack is known, therefore the vectors 
shown in Figure (B.1.3) can be obtained, ~I' ~2 are the vectors from the node of 
interest to the crack tips and ~ is the vector aligned with the crack with 
orientation from one crack tip to the other. The tangent of the angle of a vector ~ 
shown in Figure (B.l.3) is given by 
(B.1.3) 
where a is a coefficient such that a E [0,1]. Next, the partial derivative of 
Equation (B.l.3) with respect to the coefficient a yields 
dO 1 
da cos2 O(a) (B.1A) 
Carrying out the calculations, yields a simplified expression for Equation (B.1A) 
as 
(B. 1.5) 
Obviously, as the vector a.~ approaches the crack tip on the right, the rate of the 
angle is changing. Thus, the curve AB shown in Figure (B.l.2) is obtained 
numerically by fixing the da value. Specifically, for a certain da value, aj is 
defined as 
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aj =j·da, (B. 1.6) 
where j = 1, .. ,11 da and thus d8j is defined as 
(B.1.7) 
Numerically integrating Equation (B .1.7) by fixing d a yields 
(B.1.8) 
Next, the corresponding length rj to the angle 8j shown in Figure (B.l.2) yields 
(B.1.8) 
In this way the curve AB is obtained as points 8j and rj for a j E [0,1], and 
thus, the contour of integration is determined for the numerical integration. For 
elucidation purposes, points A and B in Figure (B.l.2) correspond to the crack 
tips ~2 and ~I shown in Figure (B.1.3). In the same way Equation (4.34) is 
numerically evaluated for elements including cracks. However, for healthy 
elements, polynomial functions q, and micro-modulus function shown in Equation 
(4.31), the integration has closed form solution. Specifically, consider the first 
four linear functions of the FEM as the q functions 
ql(!) = 1 
q2(!)=X 
q3(!) = Y 
q4(!) = xy 
Combining Equation (4.29), (4.34) and Equation (B. 1.9) yields 
(B. 1.9) 
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K =c rcos rsm (x+rcos8)(y+rsm )-xy r fli[2f"[ cos28 COS8Sin8][O 8' 8 . 8 ]d8} 
Q 0 0 cos 8 sin 8 sin 2 8 
(B.l.IO) 
expanding Equation (B.l.IO) yields 
(Bol.11) 
where 
(B.loI2) 
cos2 BsinB cos3 B 
27< 
2sinB 
+-- ---- 2 {j 
KQ2 = 
3 3 3 r 
-
, 
cos3 B sin3 B 2 0 
(B. l. 13) 
----
3 3 0 
cos3 B sin3 B 
2." 
{j 
KQ3 = 
3 3 r2 (B. 1. 14) 
-
, 
sin3 B cosBsin2 B 2cosB 2 0 
3 3 3 0 
and finally 
4 
sin2 8cos3 8 8 sin28 
----+-+--
4 8 16 
sin
2 
8;OS3.8 + i + Si~:812" Clli + XKQ3 + yKQ2 0 
sm4 8 3 0 
4 0 
(Bol.15) 
Equivalently, for K~, the matrix yields 
I JIi[2J"[COS4 Osin2 0 cos3 Osin3 OJ 0 0 K = [ rcos rsinO 
Q 0 0 cos30sinO sin 4 0cos2 0 
(x+ rcos8)(y + rsinO)- xy]dO }r 
(B.1.16) 
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expanding Equation (B.l.16) yields 
where 
1 [0 
KQI = 0 
l_Sin_1--,-( B--,-) (157 + 108 cos(2B) + 15 cos( 4B) Kl = 840 Q2 5 
COS (B) (-9 + 5 cos(2B» 
70 
(B.1.17) 
(8.1.18) 
COSS (B) (-9 + 5 COS(2B»1 2lt 216 70 r 
- , 
sin 5 (B) (9 + 5 cos(2B) 2 0 
70 0 
(8.1.19) 
[
COSS(B) (-9 + 5cos(2B» 
Kl = 70 
Ql • 5 (B) 
sm (9 + 5 cos(2B) 
70 
sins (B) J2Jr 
---'--=- (9 + 5 cos(2B) 216 70 r 
- , 
cos1(B) 2 
- (157 -108 cos(2B) + 15 cos( 4B» 0 
840 0 
and finally 
_1_(12061+ 20sin(2B)- 40sin(4B) 
10240 
-10 sin( 661) + 5 sin(SB) + 2 sin(1 061» 
5cos(2B) 5cos(6B) cos(IOB) 
---+-----
512 3072 5120 
_ 5cos(2B) + 5cos(6B) _ cos(10B) 
512 3072 5120 
_1_(120B-20sin(2B)-40sin(4B) 
10240 
+ IOsin(6B) + 5 sin(SB) - 2 sin(IOB» 
(8.1.20) 
r
3
," I I - + xKQ3 + yKQ4 
3 0 
(8.1.21) 
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B.2: Kansa collocation method 
The Kansa collocation method in I-D for a set of N = LI & + 1 equally 
spaced grid points of distance ,1x, yields the equations in the following form 
u(O) gl(O) gl(O) g N(O) qo(O) all 
u(~) gl(~) gl(~) gN (~) qo (~) a l2 
u(2~) gl(2~) gl(2~) gN (2~) qo (2~) 
alN 
0 ql(O) ql(~) ql(2~) 0 0 a 21 
0 0 0 
(B.2 .1) 
The last M rows represent the regularization equations of the coefficients which 
state that 
N N L q j (;!k )d2k = 0 and L qj (;!k )d2k = 0 for j=1. .. M, (B.2.2) 
k ::::1 k::::1 
where M is the number of the additional basis functions q. 
~4 ~3 
__ ------IIIf--------. i+2 
i+5 __ I-----------tlf--------+-___ i+1 
nodei 
i+6 i+7 1+8 
Figure B.2.1. The horizon of one node over four elements, the stiffness density of 
the node i is calculated through Equations (4.33) and (4.34) 
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Assuming that the displacements of a point in the domain of Figure B.2.1 can be 
approximated by the adjacent nodes, Equation (4.26) yields the displacement for a 
point inside the upper right square and yields 
i+3 M 
U(;!i + r) = La1kg k (!i + r) + La2jq j (:!i + r) 
k=i j=i (B.2.3) 
i+3 M 
V(:!i + r) = Ld1k g k(:!i + r) + Ld2jq j (:!i + r) 
k=i j=i 
Figure (B.2.2) shows the IMQ function for the same node, both for a ' healthy ' 
and a cracked four node element. It can be seen that the visibility criterion is 
applied on the cracked element since the crack disrupts the horizon of the node. 
4 
2 
o 
1 
Inverse Mult iquadric F unct ion for a Node at (1 ,1) r 0=0.16 
... ... 
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o 
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Y o 0 x 
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Figure B.2.2. The IMQ basis function of the corresponding node on a four node 
element with and without crack inside the horizon 
B.3: Linearized pair-wise force-function 
The linearized pair-wise force-function as introduced in [1] imposes an 
implicit assumption of small rigid body rotations. Specifically, consider Equation 
(4.12) that defines the stretch of a bond. Carrying out the calculations yields 
17 
s= 1+=-1. 
~ 
(B.3.1) 
Next, using complex notation of the vectors yields 
'1 = I'll ( cos B" + i sin B" ) , (B.3.2) 
and 
~ = I~I( cosBc; + isinBc; ), (B.3.3) 
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where () , () r: are the angles of the vectors with respect the orthogonal reference 
1] s 
system. Figure (B.3.1) helps elucidate the concept. Next, combining (B.3.2) and 
(B.3.3) yields 
(B.3.4) 
Obviously the angles of the vectors determine if the vector division yields a 
vector or a scalar. For the case of 
(B.3.5) 
Equation (B.3.4) yields 
(8.3.6) 
and Equation (B.3.1) becomes 
(B.3 .7) 
Equation (B.3.7) implicitly assumes that the deformation of the bond is collinear 
with the bond's initial orientation or that the bond exhibits small rotation which 
can be neglected. 
.,.-
" 
Figure B.3.1. One bond before and after deformation 
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